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BCDGET 

10 DO\VNING STREET 

From the Private Secretary 24 May 1979 

The Prime Minister held a meeting at 1800 hours this 

evening with the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Chief 

Secretary to discuss the Budget. They had before them the 

Chancellor's further minute of 23 May. 

The Prime Minister said that she remained extremely 

worried about the price consequences of the Chancellor's 

proposals, and the effect they might have on pay negotia

tions in the coming winter. She wondered whether there 

were not other ways of meeting the Chancellor's objectives 

on the income tax front than through increasing VAT to 15 

per cent. In particular, there seemed no reason why the 

income tax reliemcould not be made effective from Budget 

Day rather than being backdated to the beginning of the 

financial year. Taxpayers would not expect such backdating 

and the revenue savings would be very substantial. The 

revenue savings would be about sufficient to enable the 

VAT increase to be confined to 12! per cent. It appeared 

from the figures attached to :the thancellor's minute as if 

the taxpayer would be getting considerably more in tax relief 

than he would be paying out in higher indirect taxes. She 

recognised that there were administrative difficulties, 

but it ought to be possible to overcome them. The Prime 

Minister went on to ask whether all the options for raising 

revenue had been fully considered. One possibility which 

she had in mind was the replacement of the VAT element in 

the petrol tax by a straight duty: this would bring in 
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additional revenue because there would be no VAT offset 

on business purchases and the RPr effect would be small. 

The Chancellor said that, in his view, making the tax 

reliefs effective from Budget Day, and not backdating them, 

raised insuperable difficulties. Not to backdate them would 

destroy the cumulative method on which the PAYE system was 

based. As for the argument that the taxpayer appeared to 

be getting back more than he would be paying in indirect 

taxes, the Chancellor explained that this was not so in terms 

of purchasing power. Because of the three-month lag in VAT 

collection, much more had to be given to the taxpayer in 

tax reliefs in year one than the revenue which would accrue 

to the exchequer in order to leave his real disposable 

income roughly unchanged. It was therefore essential to 

increase VAT to 15 per cent if his income tax objectives 

were to be met. In any case, a 15 per cent rate of VAT 

would be needed in 1980/81, and it could well be more diffi

cult politically to raise the rate again in the second year 

than it was to move straight to 15 per cent immediately. 

He had considered various other revenue raising options, 

including increasing Advance Corporation Tax. But he had 

concluded that ACT was not a runner because company liqui

dity, notwithstanding the short run cash flow improvement 

resulting from the VAT increase, would remain tight; and 

although he was willing to consider the possibilities fur

ther, he did not think there was much likelihood of finding 

significant additional revenue without either affecting the 

RPI or damaging business confidence (as would happen, for 

example, if the NIS were increased again). In order to 

mitigate the RPI effects, he was disposed not to increase 

the specific duties on alcohol and tobacco: revalorisation 

of these duties would reduce the PSBR by only £200 million, 

while they would increase the RPI by 0.6 per cent. In this 

way, the price rises in the Budget would be confined to the 

VAT increase and the increase in petrol duty, and the total 

/ effect would be 
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effect would be 3.6 per cent . - which would be marginally 

less than the 3-1 per cent RP! effect of Mr. Healey's first 

Budget. This excluded any increases in prescription and 

school meal charges; in order to keep within the 3¥ per cent 

margin, he thought there was a strong case for not announcing 

any such increases in the Budget. 

The Chief Secretary added that the switch to indirect 

taxes which the Chancellor was proposing was essential to 

his overall strategy - both in terms of achieving his 

minimur::l income tax objectives and in terms of keeping the 

PSBR within reasonable limits in 1980/81 . There was of 

course a risk that there would be industrial repercussions, 

and the industrial situation in the winter would not be 

easy; but in his view the Government was more likely to 

face industrial trouble in its second and third years of 

office. Hence, it was better to get the large price increase 

out of the way early. Once a VAT rate at 15 per cent had 

been achieved, there would be no need to raise VAT again in 

the life of the present Parliament; the only further indirect 

tax increases that would be needed would be the revalorisation 

of specific duties. A further argument for making the major 

shift to indirect taxes was that this would result in less 

tax evasion. Although the immediate effect of the Budget 

would be inflationary, the overall Budget stance was decidedly 

deflationary; and indeed on the conventional presentation, 

the Budget would be shown as having a significant contractionary 

effect on the economy. The Chancellor said that in presenting 

this it would be necessary to point out that, with the current 

prospects for the PSBR, any Budget - whether presented by 

a Conservative or Labour administration - would have had to 

be deflationary. 

The Prime Minister then asked whether the Chancellor 

was satisfied with the PSBR forecast. She understood that 

there was a wide margin of error in it, and wondered 

/ whether the 
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whether the Chancellor was happy with the underlying assumptions. 

The Chancellor replied that there was indeed a wide margin 

of error, but he was reasonably satisfied that the forecasters 

had done a good job. He would be considering whether there 

was any possibility of adjusting the forecast down, but he 

did not think there was much scope for this. As for the 

correct size of the PSBR, he was subject to conflicting advice. 

On the one hand, there were those who were pressing him to 

go back on his pre-election commitment; on the other hand, 

it was clear that even with a PSBR of just under £8~ billion, 

there was a real risk that interest rates would stay high. 

On the whole, he felt it essential to aim for a PSBR below 

£8! billion. The Prime Minister agreed. 

Summing up, the Prime Minister said that she reluctantly 

agreed to the Chancellor's main proposals. This would mean 

increasing VAT to 15 per cent and increasing petrol duty 

by 15 per cent, and excluding any increases on tobacco and 

drink. At the same time, it would be worth forgoing any 

increase in prescription charges and any increase in the 

school meal charge over and above that announced by the 

previous administration. The Department of Education and 

the Department of Health and Social Security would have to 

find offsetting savings to meet the Chief Secretary's public 

expenditure requirements. The Chancellor should consider the 

possibility of any further measures which would bring in 

revenue without affecting the RPI - including replacing VAT 

on petrol with a higher petrol duty still. These could be 

used to provide further improvements in the income tax package. 

A. M. W. Battishill, Esq., 

H.M. Treasury. 
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MINISTER OF STATE (LORDS) 

ESTllUTING TAX CHANGES 

CONFIDENTIAL 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer 
The Chief Secretary ~ 
The Financial Secretary 
The Minister of State (C) 
Sir D Wass 
Sir L Airey 
Sir A Rawlinson 
Sir F Atkinson 
Mr Byatt 
Mr Littler 
Mr F Jones 
Mr Unwin 
Mr Corlett 
Mr Griffiths 
Mr Hood 
Mr IvIortimer 
Mr J Taylor 

Mr D Lovelock - Customs & Excise 
Sir W Pile I/Revenue 

\7hen we spoke this morning you asked for a quick note about the 
revenue effects of VAT and specific duty changes compared with 
reductions in the income tax. For illustrative purposes you 

suggested a number of tax packages, and these have been used as a 
basis for this note. In the time available it was not possible to 
discuss these with Customs or Inland Revenue, but the estimates are 
largely culled from the post-election briefing. They do not imply 
any preference on the part of officials for the cODposition of one 

package compared with the other, and in some instances the 
individual tax changes would involve problems which would call for 
detailed consideration before they could be regarded as serious 

possibilities. 

2. The starting point of our discussion was the Brief (BIO), 
on the Tax Ready Reckoner. You queried uur estimates of the low 
revenue effects stemming from a VAT change, and suggested that if 
the income tax reductfons were taken into account the revenue 
implications would look significantly better. There are a number 
of problems that arise here, some of them conceptual, but some of 
them a reflection of the short comings of using a ready reckoner 

approach. The main points seem to be: 

- , -
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The full year revenue effect of tax changes show broadly 

the effect on demand for the goods in question covered by the 

tax changes or on the revenue of the income tax changes, 

assuming income remains the same. This is a somewhat artificic 

concept since it takes no account of the indirect consequences 
of the tax changes. These effects are widespread through 
the economy, influencing both the level of incomes and of 
overall demand for all goods and services. Thus t~e yield 

from standard rate VAT at 8 per cent is estimated this year 

to be £5,025m . But this includes VAT payments by Central 
Government and deducting these, and allovling for other 

necessary adjustments, the yield is estimated to be £4,800m. 
If the standard rate was increased to 10 per cent it is 

estimated to add an additional £l,OOOm in a full year. 

(25 per cent of the estimate yield is £1,200m - the difference 
of £200m reflects largely the estimated shift in demand 

from goods taxed at the standard rate). But allowing for 
consumers response to rising prices, possible effects on 

wage costs and so on, the overall demand effects could be 

larger. This accounts for the smaller revenue gain 

associated with the PSBR change. 

As you rightly argue if income tax reductions are made 

simultaneously then the effect on demand would be offset 

to some extent. With the ready reckoner the indirect tax 

change can be added to the effect of the income tax 

reduction . But this is a first approximation, and the net 

PSBR effect may look very different from that suggested by 

the ready reckoner. 

You also expressed concern about how the changes would look 

in the Financial Statement and Budget Report (FSBR). 

The conceptual . basis for the FSBR figures will reflect 

broadly what you have in mind. The DOSt Budget revenue 

- 2 -
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figures are based on the level of activity predicted 
for the economy in 1979/80. In contrast to the ready 
reckoner these estimates show our best view of the yield 

from indirect tax changes and will pick up any rise in 
demand stemming from income tax reductions, as well as 
other relevant changes in the Budget. This does not dispose 
of the problem that the FSBR figure for indirect tax changes 
in 1979/80 may look exceptionally low. Much depends on the 
size of the income tax reductions. 

3. For the moment you agreed to examine the possibilities solely 
in terms of full year revenue, which is the recommendation we make 
in the brief on the Tax Ready Reckoner. As I said at our discussion 
it is reasonable to add the results together to get some broad 
approximation of where a package may be heading. But a computer run 
is needed as ideas about the shape of the Budget harden. 

THE PACKAGES 

4. On VAT you suggested three possibilities: unification at 

10 per cent, 12t per cent and 15 per cent. On the specific duties 
we might assume revalorisation based on the price change April 1978 
to April 1979. For this purpose we have assumed slightly more -
a figure of 10 per cent. The attached table shows the revenue effects 
of the indirect tax increases. It should be borne in mind that 
revenue and prices will be marginally higher because of the 
compounding effect of the increased VAT rate on the higher rates 

of specific duties. 

5. There are a number of problems about some of these options -
a 15 per cent standard rate VAT for example wculd be a very massive 
increase in one jump and there could be some serious industrial 
implications, especially for the car industry. But these and otheI 

- 3 -
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matters rising on the possibilities will be takenfurther in the 

discussions to come. 

6. On the income tax the attached table shows the sort of income 

tax packages which might be afforded on these varying assumptions 
about indirect tax increases. In each case alternative (a) is based 

on f,5COm extra, and alternative (b) on £l,OOOm extra which is added 

to the estimated full year yield from the indirect tax changes - as 

you suggested. 

7. The changes shown in the table are the changes compared with 

the 1978/79 rates and levels, and subsume the alterations contained 
in the caretaker Finance Act, also following your instructions. 

8. The figures represent broad measures of magnitude. Specific 

packages of course will need to be costed on a much more precise 

basis. And, as this note emphasises, since the packages are conceived 

in full year revenue terms the PSBR effect is likely to be 

Significantly different - especially in 1979/80 - for reasons 
explained and illustrated in Brief BIO. 

Ct'0L 
A H LOVELL 

FPG 

8 l!lay 1979 
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(2) 
Specific Duties: 10% increase 

Road fuels 
VED(3) 

Alcoholic drink 
Tobacco products(4) 

VAT 

Unification at 10%(5) 

Unification at 12~/o 
Unification at 15% 

Totals (C') 

VAT 10 per cent package 
VAT 12t per cent package 

VAT 15 per cent package 

Assumes June start 
Excludes rebated oil 

1979/80 
FULL YEAR 
REVENUE 

200 
115 
125 

125 

565 

875 
2250 
3350 

1440 
2815 

3915 

1979/80(1) 
REV1'NUE 
RECEIPTS 

150 

85 
90 
85 

410 

435 
1125 
1775 

845 
1535 
2185 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) VED increase could be added to petrol duty to produce this additional revenue 

~~~ 10 per cent increase specific duty only 
No offset for petrol loss 

RPI 
IMPACT 
PER CENT 

0.1 
0.1 
0.2 

0.3 

0.7 

0.8 
2.1 

3.5 

1.5 
2.8 

4.2 

(6) These estimates do not allow for the additional revenue stemming from the increased VAT on 
the higher level of the specific duties. 
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INCOME TAX CHANGES 

VAT 10 per cent VAT 12i ~er cent VAT 15 ~er cent 
~ case ~ 

% increase % increase % increase 
(a) (b) ( a) (b) (a) (b) 

Basic Personal AlJowance 15 20 20 20 25 27 

Higher Rate Thresholds 10 10 20 20 25 27 

Increase in lIS threshold (£) 500 500 500 1000 1000 

Basic Rate (p) -1 -2 -2 -2 

Top Rates of Tax Abolish Top rate 
83% to 60 
rate per cent. 
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NOTE OF A MEETING HELD IN THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER'S 

ROOM AT THE TREASURY AT 11.00 A.M. ON WEDNESDAY, 9TH MAY, 1979 

Present: 

Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State (Commons) 
Minister of State (Lords) 
Sir Douglas Hass 
Si~ Anthony Rawlinson 
Sir Lawrence Airey 
Mr. Couzens 
Sir Fred Atkinson 
Mr. Lovell 
Mr. Unwin 

Sir William Pile ) 
Mr. J.M. Green ) Inland Revenue 

Mr. Lovelock ) C t dE· 
Mr. Phelps ) us oms an XClse _____ ~~~_~~~_~~~l~x ____________________________________ _ 

PREPARATIONS FOR THE BUDGET 

The Chancellor outlined his general approach to the 

preparation of his first Budget, distinguishing between proposals 

which he wished to see implemented immediately and those which 

should await a later Finance Bill. The following records the 

main conclusions and points made in discussion. The Chancellor 

began by making four points: 

(a) Monetary Targets. He aimed to reduce the current 

monetary target from 8-12 per cent to 7-11 per cent. 

(b) PSBR. The lower monetary target should be 

supported by a PSBR reduced to no more than 

£8 billion for 1979/80. 
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(c) Exchange Control . The Chancellor wished to make 

some early relaxation in exchange control . 

(d) Presentation. The Budget should be presented 

in the context of a longer term programme of 

stabilisation~ though the Chancellor thought it 

inadvisable to be committed publicly to medium 

term targets for the money supply and PSBR . 

Public Expenditure 

2 . The Chancellor said the aim should be to achieve maximum 

savings in public expenditure in the current financial year. 

Ministers would need to be assured that all actual or contingent 

public expenditure claims had been identified and allowed for 

in forecasting the PSBR. The Chancellor 

invited the Treasury to confirm that the existing 

forecasts took account of all outstanding public 

expenditure claims. 

3. The Chancellor then went on to identify the following 

aspects of the Government's policy on public expenditure: 

(a) there should be a greater emphasise than so far 

identified by officials on savings In revenue 

rather than capital expenditure; 

(b) there was a predisposition to leave spending 

Ministers free to decide how to achieve savings 

within their own programmes) 

(c) public sector disposals would have an important 

part to· play. The Government's policy should be 

presented not as doctrinaire denationalisation 

nor as the disposal of surplus assets but as a 

genuine means of reducing the PSBR. There should 

be four elements: 
- 2 -
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(i) Public sector land : 

(ii) Sales of council houses; 

(iii) Readily disposal assets (e.g. shareholdings 

in BP; the NEB etc.); and 

(iv) Some private participation in public 

corporations. This would require legislation 

and would not be for the Budget . 

The Chancellor i nv i ted 

Sir Anthony Rawlinson to prepare, in consultation 

with other departments as necessary, advice on 

(i) and (ii) above ; and 

Sir Lawrence Airey to prepare advice, after 

similar consultation, on (iii) and (iv) above. 

4 . Charges . The Chancellor said that, whilst it remained a 

legitimate objective to raise public service charges to more 

realistic levels, this might have to take second place to the 

immediate need to embark upon a substanital switch from direct 

to indirect taxation this year . Ministers would probably wish 

to endorse the announced 5p increase in school meal charges; 

other increases would need to be carefully examined for their 

effects upon the RPI . 

Taxation 

5 . Within the limits of politically acceptable prlce increases, 

the Chancellor said he would wish to make the maximum possible 

switch from indirect to direct taxation in his first Budget . 

The late Budget also imposed particular constraints tmis year. 

Since any increases in indirect taxes could not be made effective 

until after Budget Day he asked whether there existed any means 

by which reductions in income tax could operate from a current 

date rather than back-dated to 6th April . Sir William Pile 

said that, with an annual tax,splitting the year in this way 

- 3 -
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was not a feasible proposition . The Chancellor 

invited Sir William Pile to re-examine the 

feasibility of making income tax changes effective 

from a current date. 

6. The Chancellor then went on to identify the following 

proposals . 

7 . Income Tax 

(i) He wished to eliminate the reduced rate band 

this year, if this could be linked with attainment 

of a 25 per cent basic rate over 2 years. 

(ii) He wished, if possible, to reduce the top rate 

on earned income to 60 per cent this year. 

This should have priority over widening other 

higher rate bands. The latter could be left 

until 1980, when he might wish also to introduce 

formal indexation of the higher rate structure. 

(iii) Personal allowances. Thresholds should be 

raised by more than the amounts included in 

the caretaker Finance Act. Within the available 

revenue, the amount of the increase would be 

determined by the need to "buyout" the loss 

of the reduced rate band, keep clear head room 

above the national insurance retirement pension 

and offset the effects on prices _of the proposed 

switch to indirect taxation. 

(i v) Bas ic rate. Subj ec t agaln to available revenue 

the Chancellor said he would like to cut the 

basic rate by up to 3p this year . 

- 4 -
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(v) Age Allowance. The Chancellor wished to consider 

abolishing the ceiling (and marginal provisions) 

for the age allowance. The cost would be £80 or 

£90 million. 

(vi) Investment Income Surcharge. The Chancellor was 

inclined to raise the surcharge threshold to £4,500 

(or to £4,000 or £5,000 if administratively simpler), 

at the same time withdrawing the specially favourable 

provlslons for the elderly . He also favoured a 

suggestion by the Financial Secretary that a doubling 

of the threshold justified removing the 10 per cent 

rate of surcharge on the first £500 of surchargeable 

investment income. This might point to raising the 

threshold to £5,000. 

(vii) War Widows' Pensions. The Chancellor confirmed his 

wish to remove the residual tax liability on war 

widows' pensions at a cost of some £6 million. This 

should be included in the Budget. 

(viii) Charities. The Chancellor said he would wish to consid 

the consequences for charities of reducing income tax 

and increasing indirect taxes. Sir William Pile said 

that the Inland Revenue had a note in preparation. 

(ix) Interest Relief. The Chancellor said he did not wish 

to restore interest relief in toto. However, the 

Finance Bill should make provision for a temporary 

extension of the 6-year transitional period for 

interest relief in the Finance Act 1974. 

8. Businesses. The Chancellor said he was disposed to 

consider two changes: 

(i) raising the profits limits for the rate of 

corporation tax paid by small companies; and 

(ii) assuming the legislation was not over-lengthy and 

complicated, provide for some arrangement for a 

rolling programme to write off past stock relief. 

- 5 -
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9 . Other direct matters 

(i) Petroleum Revenue Tax. The Chancellor said he 

was inclined not to disturb the changes already 

foreshadowed ln rates of PRT. The Minister of 

State (Commons) would consider whether any further 

changes in PRT should be introduced this year. 

(ii) Discretionary Trusts . The transitional arrangements 

. for capital distributions needed to be · 

extended for at least one year . 

(iii) Stamp Duty on Houses and Land. The Chancellor 

regarded action on the £15,000 threshold as of 

greater priority than raising the £25, 000 limit 

for mortgage interest relief. Stamp duty relief 

should be included in the Budget. 

(iv) Development Land Tax. The Chancellor said he 

wished, if possible, to reduce the current 

rates of DLT; or at least extend beyond 

31st March 1980 the current transitional rates. 

The Minister of State (Lor9s) would consider 

the case for other changes in BLT, including 

raising the £10,000 exemption level. 

(v) Capital Transfer Tax. The Chancellor said he 

was looking to make an early easement in the 

burden of CTT - both in the starting points and 

in the tax scales. He had in mind larger changes 

than those canvassed i n the Revenue brief 

(B13(c». The Minister of State (Lords) would 

consider a possible package with the Inland Revenue. 

(vi) Capital Gains Tax. The Chancellor said he wanted 

to remove the inflationary element from the taxation 
- 6 -
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of capital gains either by tapering or indexing 

them. He personally preferred indexation. After 

a short discussion, Ministers agreed that it was 

best to leave changes in CGT until a later year. 

(vii) Benefits in kind. After a brief discussion, the 

Chancellor indicated that he was willing to 

consider proposals from the Inland Revenue to 

deal with the loophole in the 1971 legislation 

on car leasing and the provision of petrol as 

a benefit in kind. In a longer time scale he 

was not unsympathetic to a more sUbstantial 

review of the benefits in kind legislation. 

National Insurance Surcharge 

10. The Chancellor said he would not wish to make any changes 

in NIS this year. In a longer time scale re-consideration of 

the NIS might be necessary in the context of decisions to 

phase out employment subsidies. He agreed that officials 

should inform DHSS that there would be no change in the Budget. 

Indirect Taxes 

11. VAT. The Chancellor said that the Government's taxation 

strategy depended on getting a substantial extra yield from 

VAT. He was inclined to increase the standard and higher rates 

to a new 15 per cent uniform rate if the price effects could 

be tolerated. In discussion, it was suggested that the 

Chancellor might wish to considered both the compounding effects 

on particular prices of increases in VAT and specific duties, 

and also possibly the industrial effects on the motor car 

industry (including implications for changes in the car tax). 

The Chancellor agreed that the Treasury should consult the 

Department of Industry in confidence at official level. 

- 7 -
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12. Although specific duties had not generally been increased 

for two years, the Chancellor thought it would be sufficient 

this year to restore them to April 1978 levels. He saw no reasor. 

to exclude alcohol or tobacco duties; noted EEC considerations 

affecting the duty on wine; he would wish to take a considered 

view in the light of advice from Customs and Excise. The Chancel 

invited Mr. Lovelock to prepare advice on a 

package of increases in specific duties for 

his consideration. 

Motoring Taxes 

13. The Chancellor did not wish to proceed with the switch 

from VED to petrol duty: it seemed to promise only modest 

staff savings for the loss of an important source of revenue. 

He noted, however, that too little time remained before the 

Budget for necessary consultation with the Civil Service 

department and the ninistry of Transport . VED should be left 

unchanged this year. He would consider options for increasing 

the duties on petrol and derv on advice from the Customs and 

Excise. The Chancellor 

invited Mr. Lovelock to prepare a note. 

Other Taxation Matters 

14. Taxation of the Family. The Chancellor said Ministers 

would wish to proceed with early publication of a Green Paper 

on this subject. This would be reaffirmed in his Budget 

statement. 

Miscellaneous Matters 

15. Among other issues for later consideration, the Chancellor 

mentioned the tax treatment of the National Heritage, Forestry, 

Charities; VAT simplification; profit-sharing and wider 

- 8 -
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mare ownership; and the Wilson Committee recommendations 

on small businesses. 

Royal Commission on Gambling (The Rothschild Commission) 

16. This was also an important area for later consideration, 

particularly the scope for raising more revenue from casinos. 

The Chancellor agreed that it was not a matter for action in 

his f.irst Budget. 

Social Security Benefits 

17. The Chancellor identified the following matters for 

early consideration. 

(a) Pensioners. Steps would need to be taken to 

help pensioners meet the higher cost of living 

resulting from the switch to greater indirect 

taxation. The choice was between an improved 

pension uprating in November; an enlarged 

Christmas bonus; or some combination of the 

two. Social Security Ministers would have 

views. 

(b) Families. There might also be a similar case 

for a further lncrease ln child benefit, though 

arguably less strong than for pensioners because 

most childrens' goods were zero-rated for VAT. 

(c) Taxation of short-term benefits. The Minister of 

State (Lords) had been considering possible 

approaches in advance of computerisation. 

Differential uprating of long and short term 

social security benefits might also have a part 

to play in redressing the imbalance between 

income in and out of employment. 

- 9 -
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Finance Bill 

18 . In a brief discussion, Ministers generally agreed that 

the Finance Bill would probably have to be taken wholly on 

the floor of the House this year . The length of the Bill 

would need to be contained. Some minor matters were essential 

including, for example, matters consequential on the ending of 

child tax allowances; and on the UK/US double taxation treaty . 

The Government ' s supporters would press for action on other 

matters e . g . retirement annuit i es . It would be helpful i f the 

two revenue departments would prepare early submissions on the 

possible minor starters in their respective fields . These would 

be considered by the Financial Secretary in conjunction with 

the two Ministers of State. 

Prices Index 

19 . The Chancellor said that , in Opposition, the Government 

had given thought to ways of developing an index parallel to 

the RPI which could take account of the effect of changes in 

income tax on family income . Mr. Adam Ridley had taken the 

lead in this. It would be useful if officials would consider, 

with the help of the CSO, how best to make progress in this area. 

The Chancellor 

invited Sir Douglas Wass to set work in hand . 

Conclusions 

20 . Sir Douglas Wass suggested that officials should prepare 

an illustrative package of indirect tax changes , with their 

estimated pr i ce effects , for the Chancellor's consideration . 

The Chancellor agreed . 

Ci rculation 
Those present 
Mr . Littler 

~~ 
(A . M. W. BATTISHILL) 

9th May , 1979 
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PREPARATIONS FOR THE BUDGET 

Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State (C) 
Minister of State (L) 
Sir D Wass 
Sir F Atkinson 
Sir L Airey 
Mr Couzens 
Sir A Rawlinson 
Mr Littler 
Mr Lovell COpy ron 
I1r Sbephera. 
Mr Odling-Smee 
Chairman, Inland Revenue 
Chairman, Customs & Exci 

Follmving the meeting with you yesterday we thought you would find it 
helpful, as a very approximate first IIsighting shot", to have a quick 

costing of the proposals for the Budget that you outlined to us. 

2. The results are brought together in the Table attached. This 
shows the effects of the various changes compared with the forecast 
which has been presented to you (which itself, of course, is currently 

being revised). The tax and public expenditure changes that we have 
assumed are summarised in Annexes A and B respectively. We have 

necessarily had to use some discretion at this stage in interpreting 

the details of your proposals. 

3. I have to stress that this is a very quick and broad exercise, and 

that the figures should not be pressed too far. To get a picture 
quickly we have had to use the ready reckoners and there has not been 
time to do a full simulation. The individual components of the package 

are not additive, and a full analysis will require a run on the 

computer. 

4. However, with these necessary caveats, the main points to emerge 
are as follows:-

(i) The package reduces the PSBR by some £900 million - ie 
from the forecast figure of £10 billion to just over £9 billion, 

or about £1 billion short of your target; 
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(ii) the package has a strong deflationary effect - real 

GDP is reduced by 2.~/o percentage points in Ql 1980, giving 

negative growth between this year and next, and there is a 

sUbstantial reduction in employment; 

(iii) the effect on the BPI (mainly indirect taxes) is over 

4.5%. 

5. The table does not show the effect on interest rates but in the 

first year this would be likely to be small. Nor would the assumption 

of a fixed exchange rate make much difference in the first year. 

~ 
J B UNWTIf 

10 May 1979 
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Economic Effects Of The Package 

All estimates assume a floating exchange rate 

" 

Public Indirect 
Changes in: Expenditure Tax 

Full year cost (£m) -4,280 

First year cost (£m) -1,565 -2,305 

PSBR (£In): 79/80 -1,420 -1,800 
80/81 -1,450 -2,800 

Real GDP (%): 80 Q1 -0.5 -2.4 
81 Q1 -0.5 -3.2 

RPI (%): Impact 0.2 4.4 

80 Q1 0.1 4.4 
81 Q1 6.0 

Employment (thous): 80 Q1 -50 -190 
81 Q1 -90 -430 
82 Q1 -100 -550 

Other 
Income Inland 
Tax Revenue 

3,175 390 

2,410 160 

2,160 160 
2,990 360 

0 . 7 
1 . 0 

0 . 2 
-0 . 1 

70 
140 
170 

Total 

-1,300 

-900 
-900 

-2.2 
-2.7 

4.6 
4.7 
5.9 

-170 
-380 

. 
-480 

N 
~4 
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ANNEX A 

TAX PACKAGE 

For the purpose of this first "sighting shot" the specific duties 

have been increased by 10 per cent throughout, apart from the 

rebated oil duty where 0.5p was added to the existing level of 

25p a gallon - equivalent to an increase of 20 per cent and 
represent i ng revalorisat i on over 2 years . 

2. Each of the indirect taxes will be reviewed separately, and 

attention, drawn to any special considerations where these are 
relevant: 

the effect of the combination of VAT and specific dl: ty 
changes on prices may bear particularly heavily on some 

industries, the whisky industry for example. 

RaiSing standard rate VAT to 15 per cent might also 

cause difficulties for some industries. A separate study 

on the implications of an increase of this order for the 
• 

car industry is under way in consultation with Department 

of Industry and Customs and will be ready early next week. 

A provision for a 10 per cent rise in VED on cars is 

included, but this revenue sum can be raised by an 

additional increase of about 5 per cent to the petrol duty 
over and above the 10 per cent assumption. (The Minister 

of Transport will be recommending an increase in VED 
on heavy commercial vehicles which would yield somewhere 

between £25-40m.) 

3. The post election briefing on these taxes discusses the taxes 
in detail. The points made in the briefs will be further amplified 

- 1 -



in a series of submissions now being prepared. Work is in hand 

on the distributional effects of the indirect and income tax 

changes on different fam~ly types at varying levels of income. 

4. The large difference between the full-year and part-year 
revenue effect for VAT reflects in part the late Budget, but is 
also because of the 2t month lag by traders before VAT receipts 

are paid to the Exchequer. This is reflected in the relatively 

low PSBR effect. With VAT at 15 per cent the payments lag is 
estimated to be £750m. It represents an immediate cash flow 

advantage to the company sector and unless VAT is reduced becomes 
a permanent rise in their liquidity. 

FPG 

10 May 1979 



ANNEX A BUDGE]' S~ C 
I 

DIDlRECT TAX PACKAGE 

VAT 

15 per cent unification 

Specific Duties: 10 per cent 
increase 

Road fuels 

VED: 
Cars 

Commercial vehicles 

Alcoholic drink 

Tobacco 

Rebated Oil (0.5p increase) 
= 20 per cent 

Total Specific Duties 

Grand Total 

1979/80' 

Full Year 

Revenue 

£m 

3580 

205 

90 

25 

135 
200 

50 

705 

4285 

1979/80 RPI 

Receipts per cent 

£m 

1790 

155 

65 
20 

100 

135 

40 

515 

2305 

3.5 

0.1 

0.1 

0.2 

0.5 

0.9 



INCOllE TAX PACKAGE 9 MAY 1979 

Single allowance (and wife's parned 

Current 
,Q-,f>{T 1 Value 

income allowance) '1~S 1075 

1675 Harried allo'r;ance '5 '35 

Additional personal allowance 

Age allowance (single) 

Age allowance (married) 

Age allowance income limit 

Lower rate 

Basic rate 

Higher rates 

Investment income surcharge -
ordinary rate - exemption limit 

155~ threshold 

655 and over exemption limit 
15% threshold 

, 300 

'2.0"75 

600 

1420 

2265 

4400 

25% 

33% 

35% 
40)~ 

If-Dt 
45% 
5Cf'fo 
55% 
6CY,-.j 
65% 
7Cf'/o 
75% 
83% 

8,000 
9,000 

10,000 
11,000 
12,500 
14,000 
16,000 
18,500 
24,000 

1,700 
2,250 

2,500 
3,000 

. ' . 

Proposed 
Value 

1205 

1875 

670 

1590 

2535 

Aboim 

10,000 

12,000 
15,000 
20,000 
25,000 

Abolish 

5,000 

5,000 

r--
lo\fY\.. 

Change 

+130 

+200 

+70 

+170 

+270 

(Abolish) 

-3% 

, 
.' " 

Costs £-:1 

Full 
Year 

10 

I'" ~ ,... 
~ 0 ('J 

b {' ->.{ 

l{"o30 
, 

First 
Year 

Dc 

- 't 0 0 S6.}- 1 {".;-
/ 

14.0137i I 4tc 
I . ) 

II)" 

20;-90 

.5 11~ 
I 

~ . 
W~,~, 

~. 
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ANNEX B 

Reductions ln Public Expenditure 

Disposal of assets (mainly BP shares) 

Reduction in the contingency reserve (social 
security payments) 

Ex ante saving in 
1979/80 

(£ million) 

750 

300 

Other reductions: (£m at 1979 Survey prices ~ 

Capital expenditure (mostly housing investment, 
some motorway investment) 

Special employment measures 

NEB and Community Land Scheme purchases 

British Rail fares 

LA rents and prescription charges 

Total 

Notes 

320 

100 

70 

50 

60 

600 

1. The other reductions are slightly different from those shown in 

the Annex to the draft Cabinet paper, because they are intended only 

to provide a fairly realistic breakdown of an illustrative cut of 

£SOOm at 1979 Survey prices; they are not precise estimates of 

specific proposals for reductions. 

2. Some of the reductions in programmes will lead to a reduction in 

underspending rather than a reduction in actual expenditure. In 

arriving at the first year cost estimates in the table some 

allowance has been made for this in the case of capital expenditure 

and special employment measures. 
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cc Chief Secretary 

CHANCELLOR OF TP~ EXCHEQUER 

CUSC[,OMS AND EXCISE T.4.XES 

Financial Secretary 
Minister of State - Lords 
Minister of St ate - COTI1.llOl: 

Sir D Wqss 

Mr L" tIer ~ 
Sir~"J irey 

Mr , vellY"""'"" 
Mr ' nwin 
Mr Griffiths 
PS/Inland Revenue 

1 . At your meeting yesterday, you gave us an indication of 

your probable intentions in relation to our taxes and it vlaS 

agreed that we shouL:" provide you vlith notes on the effects and 

implications of :l:'Rising the specific duties by 10%. These 

should. be available tomorrow. \-Je thought that you would probably 

not \vant a further subst anti ve note on VAT but there are two 

Departmental points \ve ought to put to you before you make the 

choice between 12~9b and 15%. Neither is in any way decisive 

in that choice. 

2. As I said at the meeting, we very lliuch welcome the idea of 

unification . There is no doubt that the trading community 

(especially smaller traders) regard a.return to a single positive 

rate as quite the most desirable measure of VAT simplification; 

and (other things being equal) our control effort should benefit 

from a reduction in the number of rates • 

. , .~ . ' 
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3. If you decide on 15%, hOi-lever, the very large gap which 
vlOuld then exist between our zero- and our standard-rates is 
bound to give a strong impetus to pressures for additional 
reliefs. No other EEG Member State has a gap of 15% bet'Vleen 
its reduced and its st andard rate (though admittedly there is 
a 14% gap in the Netherlands and Denmark has a 20.25% rate 
across the whole field of non-exempt goods and services). The 
pressures would probably arise even with a lli'1.ified 12~% rate; 
they would be virtually inevitable with ~ '15% rate. They might 
well be greatest (a) in areas where the bo~derline between zero
and standard-rating is difficult to defend (eg IIconvep.ience ll 

foods such as confectionery and soft drinks, and building repairs 
and maintenance), (b) on behalf of IInear-essential ll items such 
as household goods and clothing and (c) for IIworthyll causes such 
as the arts and tourism. If zero-rating were refused (on grounds 
of cost fuJ.d EEG obligations), the demand might be diverted into a 
campaign for a reduced rate - which, if conceded, would not only 
nullify the basic objective of simplification but in our view 
would produce a more complicated tax than we have ivi th our 
existing higher rate. 

4. Secondly, unification at 10% would have enabled us to make 
modest staff savings without reducing our present control effort. 
The savings would have been smaller with a rate of 12~%. 
Unification at 15% would make our control effort more rather 
than less difficult. This is simply because the extra revenue 
involved and (again) the gap between the zero- and the standard
rate would give a greater incentive to all forms of evasion 
and delay. 

5. The purpose of this note is not to try to dissuade you 
from going for unification at 15% if you consider that this 
is an essential part of your Budget strategy, and cert ainly 
not to encourage you to contemplate concessions by way of 
eA~ra zero-ratings (contrary to EEG obligations) or the 

' ,.:' 
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introduction of 8. reduced positive rate. But I thought it 
would be right to bring these points to your attention before 

you reached a decision because they do seem particularly relevant 

to a 15% rate. 

6. Early next week we will give you a note on dates of 

implementation of changes in our taxes. Forestalling is a 
factor but it differs in significance from case to case. 

bvrv 

10 May 1979 D A LOVELOCK 
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cc 

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

Dc: rd F;co rn 

Chief Secretary 
Financisl SecretarY 
!-1inisteI' of St ate "( Co;nmon: 
Minister of State (Lords) 
Sir D Hass 
Sir IJ Airey 
Hr Littler 
Mr Lovell 
I1J:' Unwin 
I'lr CoAe~ 
I1r cr:riffiths 
I'1r Todd 
Mr Ridley 
PS/lnland Revenue 

OIL DUTIES AND A POSSIBLE VAT "BLOCKING" PROVISION 

This is the note j: promised at this mornin§ IS Ey.dget meeting 
b t 'I d t' 4h "b"l"t f / loc~l~~ f b " a au Ol u ]_e8 :-~j~ c e POSSl l l Y 0 a provlslon or USlness 

use. You indicated at the meeting that you did not propose 
to consider such a ·-::n.ange in respect of derv (and rebated oil) 
because of its importance for industrial costs. Part A deals 
with blockir:g; Part B deals with duty. 

A. Present position 

2. l'etro.:", is currently charged with VAT at 12~~ vlhich 
represents 'lOp in this week IS 90p price of a typical gallon of 

petrol. Under your Budget proposals the rate will become 15% 
(12p exclusive of factor price and duty chrulges) from 18 June. 

Excise duty is currently charged at 30p. A person registered 

for VAT purposes Ifl9.Y deduct or reclaim any V AT (but not Gxcise 
duty) paid on purchases of petrol for the purpose of his taxable 
business. 

1 
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3. A registered Y.Nf trader who uses 2. car .fer both business 

and private purposes may treat as dedl.1.ctible input t8.X only 
the VAT paid on his IIbusiness Ii I)etrol. He may calculate the 

proportion of business use or, if this is not practicable, 
make a fair and reasonable estimate. In practice, the deductions 
for petrol are difficult to control, ru~d there can be no doubt 

that a significant amount of petrol for private motoring man.ages 

to get an illegal benefit. 

Practicalities of a change 

4. There is no practical reason why a provlSlon denying 
businesses the right to take input tax credits for petrol 
could not be introduced as a Budget measure. Similar provisions 
exist for cars. Finance Bill legislation would not be required. 

Section 3(9) of the Finance Act 1972 as amended provides for 
the non-deductibility provisions to be made by Order 

(Affirmative Resolution), and the widely-cast provisions of 
the Section would c~rtainly encompass ru~ Order for petrol. 
There is a readY-lli8.de definition of petrol in Group 8 of the 

present Higher Rate Schedule, and this could be used for the 
purposes of a new Order. It would have to be all petrol used by 
all business users: there could be no halfway house. The control 

effort requireJ to police a blocking provision \'lOuld represent 
no significant additional effort to that which we already envisage 
for VAT at 15%. We envisage that an Order would come into effect 
on Monday 18 June, together with the new 15% rate of VAT. 

EEC implications 

5. The EEC position is governed by the Sixth VAT Directive 

which provides in effect that, prior to the agreement on common 
.EEC rules, i'1ember States may retain those exclusions already in 

existence when the Directive came into force. However, subject 
to consultation, flember States are entitled to add to existing 
provisions IIfor cyclical economic reasons ll • If you wished to 
introduce a blocking provision for petrol, we feel that we ought 

2 



to be able to justify i-c on these grounds; and \vhile there 
might be complaints from the Commission about lack of advance 

consultation, these could no dOl' .. bt be ansl-Tered by reference to 

the urgency and the need to prevent forestalling. 

Price revenue and RPI effects 

6. The price effect of a blocking Order would, of course, 

be to bring the price to the business consumer up to the same 

level (currently 90p on a typical gallon) as that paid by the 

private motorist. The revenue effects (based on an assumed 

price of £1.05p a gallon in the second half of the year) would 

be:-

1979-80 full year revenue 

1979-80 revenue receipts 
+ £250m 

+ £125m 

There would be no impact effect on the RPI, but there would be 

a secondary effect QS the increased cost of petrol to business 

users fed through into prices. We estimate that the effect on 

the RPI might be O.2~~ over time. 

The case for a blocking provision 

7. As we understand it, the case for a blocking provlslon 

rests primarily on revenue and on energy conservation considerations 

There could be a case too on transport policy grounds - discouraging 
the excessj -{e use of business cars, especially in urban con

ditions. The price elasticities of demand for petrol were 

explained in the joint Customs and Excise and official Treasury 
note of 23 11ay on petrol duty and demand. There is scope for 

argument whether the elasticities are the same for business as 

for all motoring, but for want of anything better in the cir

cumstances '!,ve have used the standard short- and long-run 

elasticities, (- 0.2 and - 0.4 respectively). These would imply 

annual savings in petrol consumption as follo1,118: 

3 



Short-run 

Long-run 

BUDGET 

V ()lume 
saving 

(million 
gallons) 

60 

120 
1% 
')C% 
L 0 

The long-run effects would come through after all adjustments 

to business car use have taken place. The rate of saving will 

then continue at this level, so that the ac.cumulated saving 

over several years could be considerable. 

Disadvant age s 

8. Business costs. The revenue gain from the proposal vlould 

reflect illl addition to business costs. This addition would not 

be limited to expenditure on motor cars, but would extend to 

other business expenditure on petrol, for example, delivery 

vans, taxis etc (which amount to about onc-third of all "business 

use" of petrol). 'rhe implications would. EO doul)t be unwelcome 

to the distributive trade, while the taxi trade (mainly provincial 

- the traditional London cab is usually dri7c!l by derv) could be 

a particularly sensitive area because of the time it normally 

takes for their increased costs to bc reflected in provisions 

for increased charges. 

9. Apart from specialised trades such as taxis, the effect of 

the non-deductibility provision would be selective and would no 

doubt give rise to complaints from those sectors most hardly 

affected. In the time available we have not been able to under

take a detailed examination of where these difficulties would 

arise. 

10. Effects on the car market. A major effect of a non

deductibility provision for petrol would be to alter the 

balance of taxation between petrol- and diesel-driven vehicles. 

This would be of particular importance for business cars. 

4 



As you knm'l, the outlook for the tJK car mOlluf2.cturing 

sector is poor, and any me2sure which Heakened profitability 

could pro-ve very dwnaging. The company car market has remained 

much more loyal to UK-manufactured cars than has the private 

car market, but this loyalty could be subjected to considerable 

strain if a substantial operational advantage was provided for 
, diesel cars through VAT. At present, virtually no diesel cars 

are manufactured in the UK, but output has been increasing 

elsewhere, especially in France and Germ~~y. There could be a 

high degree of risk that with only a fairly short lead time a 
VAT advantage could result in substantial additional imports 

of diesel cars aimed at the company market. 

CONCLUSIONS 

11. Our conclusions are as follows:-

(a) There are no legal or practical difficulties in 
the vwy elf introducing a provision removing the 

existing VAT deductibility of petrol for business 

use. 

(b) Such a measure would have advantages in terms of 

thE flc1.ditional revenue, energy conservation and, 

possibly} transport policy. 

(c) On the other hand, the effects on business costs 

are likely to be considerable and uneven. In 

additicn, the incentive given to switching to 
diesel--driven vehicles could damage the UK motor 

industry and encourage imports. This course would 

hit industry more, and be more unpopular with them, than 

any of the contemplated duty increases. 

5 
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(d) The proposal vJOuld 'be to SOIlle extent eo, leap 

into the darlL He feel that it vlOuld r e quire 

more careful consideration tha..'1 He have so far 

been able to give it . \-Ie therefore recommend 

no action this year, but if you were to feel 

that the possibility 'warranted further con

siderCition, 'de suggest that this could mos'c 

usefully be carried out in the eontext of 

taxation and transport policy as a whole prior 

t o the 1980 Budget . 

Part B (over) 

OIJoJ DUTIES 
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Fol101dr.tg the decisions at this m . ng' s meeting, \m axo He ... , going 

ahead with printing three yersior~s (Packages E,l" .md G) of a combined 

notice cov6riYl..g the Gxcise duties on petrol, derv and rebated oil. 

No", that ~~e shall r20t be printing notices on drinks or tobacco, we 

can, if need be, process all three versions. vie should need to' know 

yuu:r decision beh-men them by close of Thursday, 31 May. I attach a 

re-worked version of the table showing the figures for each package 

on the assumption of a 15% rate of VAT. 70u \dll wish to bear 

in mind that all our figuring is still on the basis of petrol costing 

90p a gallon, so it '-rill need to be re-worked for the Budget presenta-

tion. 

Packag~ E (4~p on petrol, 4~ on derv and %p on rebated oil) 

would mean a 15% increase in the excise duty on petrol, an 

increase of about l~~ in the pump price, and, if there were an 

order making VAT on petrol non-deductible, a 21. 59~ increase in 

the effective price of petrol for business and commercial use (cars 

and vans). There would be a 12.9% increase on derv duty, and a 

10% increase on rebated oil duty. The full year revenue effect 

of the excise duty package would be £325 million. It would lea'va 

the differential between the petrol and derv duties unchanged. 

Package F (7p on petrol, 4~' on derv, ip on rebated oil) would 

mean a 23.3% increase in the excise duty on petrol, an ll.~~ 

increase in the pump price, and, if there were an order making 

VAT on petrol non-deductible, a 25 .. 1% increase in the effective 

price to business and commercial users. It would mean a 12.876 

increase in the excise duty on derv, and a 10% increase on 

rebated oil duty. The full year revenue effect of the package 

would be £455 million. It would cut the differential bet .... !8en 

the petrol and derv duties to 2ip a gallon. Compared with 



-2-

Packag"e E, the extra revenue YlOu.ld be e130 million in a full year 

(f..105 million in 1979-80) at an RPI cost of 0.1%. 

Package G (7p on petrol, 7p on derv, ~ on rebated oil) would 

have the same implications for petrol as Package F. It would 

mean a 2~/o increase in the duties on derv and rebated oil. The 

full year revenue effect of the package would be £515 million. 

It '\IIould, like package E, leave the differential beti'leen the 

peirol and derv duties unchanged. Compared with Package F the 

extra reverrue ,muld be £60 million in a full year (£45 million in 

1979-80) with no extra RPI cost - because most of the additional 

burden would fallon industry. 

13. You may feel, in the light of this note, "Thich \fle have drawn up in 

consul tation with I·h'. Lovell, that Package F represents the best 

combination of revemle, energy conservation and industrial considera-

tions. Non-c.edi.l.ctibility of VAT might be left for later consideration. 

D.A.LOVELOCK 



ANNEX (VAT at 15%) 

Pack~ E F G 

Patrol Derv Rebated Petrol Derv Rebated Petrol Derv Rebated 
oil oil oil 

Duty increase 4! 4! ~ 1 4~ i 1 1 ! 4 

Pump price change 
(petrol only) 1.2 10.1 10.1 

1979 - 80 full year 2~5 65 25 ~65 65 25 ~65 100 50 
revenue (£In) 

1919-80 revenue 
receipt (£In) 180 50 20 215 50 20 215 75 40 

RPI impact effect 0.2 Nil negligible O.~ Nil negligible O.~ Nil negligible 

~ 
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cc Chief BecTctary 
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Mi.nister of St ate - Lords 
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Sir I1 Air ',I 
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DEADLI1TES FOR BUDGET DECISIONS ON CUSTm1B Alm EXCISE TA,v.ES 

1 . I minuted yesterday about the deadli~2s for Budget decisions 

on our taxes . This further note explains ::'r.. more G.et ail. the 

consequences if you are unable to let us ba,'e a decision on 

the rate of VAT by the end of thiE; 'I/1eel::, 

2. As I explained yesterday, the root of our difficulty is 

the need to print complex notices for the benefit of our officers 

and the trade under conditions of .7~::.:'eat secrec;y. The printing 

capacity is limited to 12 notices 3.:.'1d the distributional 

capability (which becomes relevant by Thursday 31 May) to 10 

notices . As shown in the annex to yesterday's note, we have 

proposed a programme of eight notices, one dealing \'lith each 

of the main taxes included in your provisional Budget petckage . 

3~ If, as I truct 'l,V'e may, \'le carl regard the decision to increase 

each of the drinks duties by 10% as firm (paragraph Lt of my 
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for three of our notices and 

provides us with some scops for re·-exnrn.ination of the :cest 
of our printing PX'0f'Y81ill11e. IS.' you aTe unable to J.et us have 

the VAT decision by the end of the Vleek (still from O1lr point 

of view much the best opt ion) or, \'ihicl".:. in pro.ctical te:;::'ms 

comes to much the S8...TTle thing, by early on Tuesday morning, 

He propose to eJl..rpand a..YJ.d modify the programme as fo110\\1s:-

(a) an extrR notice on VAT at 12~%; 

(b) either some reconstitution of the Budget 

proposals on tobacco vvhich could stand if 

VAT \\Tere 15% or 12-~% .2.£. an extra :u.otice to 

provide a different packaGe for tobacco 

under 12~% VAT than that already provided 

for '15% VAT. We are providing a separate 

note en these policy alternatives; and 

(c) a rearrangement of the material on the three 

oil duties (petrol, derv, rebated oil) to 

combine them into a single notice. We avoided 

this i~ our earlier plan because separate 

notices for each duty allows greater flexibility 

between them. However, combining them will 

allow up to four packages, each to be taken in 

its entirety. Abortion up to the morning of 

Budget Day, as described in our earlier note, 

would then have to apply to the complete group. 
packages 

Some of these/could possibly apply either for 

15% or for 12~% VAT, but it is unlikely that 

\'1e could keep all of them open beyond Thursday 

31 May. Again we are providing a separate note 

on the policy possibilities. 

2 



4. If the n8TrOl:Jlng of options were delayed be;yond Yl I'lay, 

our practical difficulties would attain serious proportions. 

By the morning of Friday 1 June the proc.ess of enveloping 

notices for distribution to some 500 points around the country 

will be fully under way, and 10 notices is all that can be 

coped with at that stage. If we had not received firm decisions 
vie could well be forced to abandon the u;:mal notice procedure 

for some duties, and to do the best vIe could using in-house 

printing nnd involving a lare;er number of staff in sorting and 

despatch. \ve have not relied on in-house printing before and 

unforeseen difficulties might arise. Certainly because of the 

greater numbers of staff involved there would be an increased 

risk to security; and the longer decisions were delayed, the 

greater the risk - which is always inherent in rush jobs - of 

mistakes. If the relevant notices failed to reach their intended 
destinations, this could result in an appearance of muddle ar..d 

provoke criticism. Although we 'It/ould, of course, attempt to 

find ways of reducing these risks to negligible proportions, 

the more the timet8.ble is squeezed, the less we could guarantee 

to avoid these problems. We strongly recommend against this 

course. 

5. To sum up. 

1. Our strongly preferred option is for a decision 

on the VAT rate (not because of the VAT notices but 

because the VAT rate profoundly affects the 

figuring on the tobacco and oil packages) by, at 

latest, early Tuesday 29 May. This would enable 

us to retain an adequate number of excise options. 

2. Failing this, we can provide a set of options 

for whittling down not later than close of 31 May, 
the selection to be in the light of your decision on 

the notes referred to in paragraph 3(b). 

- .... I 
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Last , .. eel~' s Bud~et starters meeting, during 'l'lhich I considered sone 

of the possibilities for the Finance Bill 'ld th the t1-ro llinisters of 

State (you will be receiving a note of the meeting shortly) left a 

nunber of decisions unresolved pending submissions. A further 

Ministerial meeting will probably be necessary, but you may find it 

helpful to have my 01Vll conclusion nm·l. 

General 

Before ~oing into the specific proposals, I should liI:e to make the 

:;eneral obser\ration that I really do believe that, becaase of the 

shorta::;e of' t'ime .:lnG. lateness of the IJt.!.d::;et and the fact tilat the I3uC.:;r 

,·;i:!.l i:-.l-:-Jlc;::.ent tl,e ce!ltr.:1.1 nani festo lilec1ze 011 t:1e t;::x: i'ront, ,-;e ~rill 

be readily e::cuscd .:lny f.:lilure to inple:-:1e:l.t tl,is :,-e.:lr lesser ite~s ,;hi\ 

h.:lve been pressed on us in the past and the c~se for 1fuich in 3eneral 

He h .. ve accepted. Indeed, politically there is .:l ~ood c .. se 

for deferral of such itens since i£ we include the~ this ye.:1.r they 

"rill be eclipsed by the .ftmclanental chan,:;e of direction Llnd ;·rill lose 

"'1nst oi their inpact. 

'"'""- - , .... .. 
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Snecif'ic measures 

1. Petroleu.r:1 Revenue Tax 

The Revenue sub:7lission of 10 ~' i<1Y 8.:11;:es it clear that this is a highly 

cor:~plex subject, aff'ectins not r.1Crely the r.:1te of PRT itself', but a 

host of other natters including "uplift", the oil allowance, 

"coincidence", payTilents bet,..-een fello,,' licencees, e~eQption of' BNOC 

from PRT, valuation, cetric~tion and unilateral relief. The Revenue 

list as one of their o~tions (iii~ in paragraph 23, page 11) dropping 

the entire package for the 1979 Finance Bill, and announcing that a i'rtt 

review of the fiscal regir.te was being being made in consultation ,0. th 

the cor.tpan:ies. They add, h()l'lever, that this will cost £130 million this 

year. Houever, this loss only arises if the 1979 Finance Bill ''lere to 

malee the changes retrospective to 1 ,January 1979. It seems to me 

inconceivable that we could agree to retrospection goingbacle to an 

announcement made by a previous Government in a previous parliament -

and an announcement, moreover, which, although ''le had not rejected it 

we had not specifically endorsed either. If this is agreed, then there 

is no loss of revenue 'matever:fIDm excluding the PRT package from the 

1979 Finance Bill. 

"My recommendation, therefore, is that the only thing ,.,e should do in 

this year's Finance Bill is to end the PRT exemption of BNOC. It will 

be necessary to do this in order to go ahead ,'lith the sale of BNOC 

assets on the right basis. Beyond that, I believe that ''le should 

announce in the Budget speech a further review' of the fiscal regime 

in consultation ,o.th the oil companies - leading, not to inclusion of , 
package in the 1980 Finance Bill, ''lhich would be too long a delay and 

might also result in some loss of revenue, but to separate legislation 

this autUr.tn. You will recall that PRT ''las introduced not as a Finance 

Bill but in separate legi.slation - thn (1.1 Taxation Act. What I am 

recommending is an Oil Taxation (amendment) Bill this autumn. 

I thinJc it might be helpful to have David Hm>"ell' s reactions to this 

proposal as soon as possible. 

2. stamp duty on house purchase 

You will recall that, du.ring last ''lee1-:' s Budget strategy meeting, I 
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su~~ested that we should do noth~n~ th~s year on stamp duty but prom~se 

act~on in the next Budget. This su~gestion ,.,as prov~sionally rej ected -

largely, so far as I =an recall, because the Revenue claimed that 

this would have a disastrous effect on the housing market as everyone 

would defer their house purchases for a year. I am agreeably surprised 

to find that the Revenue have nm., changed their mind: in their submis-

sion of 11 Hay (paragraph 7) they recommend a modest £5,000 rise in 

the threshold this year, ,rl th an undertaldng "to raise the threshold 

again substantially next year". In the light of the Revenue's change 

of heart, I ,muld repeat my reconunendation that ,.,e do nothing this year 

coupled ,rlth an explicit undertaking to raise the threshold next year. 

There is no real point in havin::; b'ro bite sat this cherry. Horeover, 

insof'ar as there is any snall effect on the housin~ narlcet, it ,'mulct 

be in the direction of depressin~, to some extent, the expected rise 

in house prices over the cOr.1ing year~ which might be no bad thlng. 

3. Taxation of Crm'l'n Servants l'rorlcin[J overseas 

I stron:::;ly recoru:lend that 't'TC do not:lin,?; this year. The political 

difficulties of introducing a ~easure ,.,hose main bene~iciaries are 

not only Civil Servar..ts but also Hinisters are difficulties that He 

should iJe crazy to court at a tine ''Then there is goin.::; to be (presur.labl) 

a Boyle-inspired increase in iIP's and Hinister's pay (and the 

Civil Servants are not doinr; too badly either). In any event, ,.,e surel~ 

,'rant to reviel'1' the 30 day rule - a fiscal absurdity made necessary 

by hi:::;h rnar:::;inal rates of taxation. If l'Te 't'rere going to do a..J.ythin.::; 

this year-and-I am not reco~~endin:::; this but it should be considered -

it ~'muld be t:le aboli tio:J. of the 30/gfiIe as a lo:::;ical consequence 0 f 

t:'!.e ~c(luc tions i;l tile 11i~:ler ta.:~ rate. ~--Io~';ever, I a::l 'tiell a~'Ii-are tllLl. t. 

it ::ti:::;"l-: JC nore sc:~si'ble -~o CO::-lc:uct a t!lOrou:::;!~ revic~~- of: the tCC'::ation 

of o",re~seZ"!.s 
1 •• - . _. •• • 

LeClSl.O:-l5 O[ <:;ll5 ::l.r!.ll. 
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4. Car leasing 

It does seem to me that this should be probed further. In paragraph 

16 of the Revenue note of 10 May, it is stated that the problems of 

forestalling have precluded any direct consultation with the industry. 

Yet in paragraph 4 of the same note the Revenue state that the legisla

tion proposed has been so widely expected that the forestalling has 

already, in effect, occured. Again, in paragraph 8, they say that the 

blocking of this loophold would be equivalent to a price rise of 

5 per cent in the cost of a car, which they reckon (no doubt quite 

rightly) would not have a significant effect on demand. Yet the" 

Customs and Excise were horrified at our suggestion of an increase 

in VAT on cars from 8 per cent to 15 per cent, on the grounds that 

this would have devastating effects on the motor industry_ While I 

am sure that the" Customs' fears are exaggerated, it does seem to me 

worth asking" whether we would be wise to clobber the motor industry 

by these two measures in the same Finance Bill and of the two it 

is clear wllich is essential and which is not. If, however, it is 

decided t~ the mo.tor industry is strong enough to bear both burdens, 

then the Revenue's recommendations seem sensible, with the exception 

of the proposed ~aragraph 18) increase of the £5,000 limit to £8,000. 

All such limits are highly arbitrary, and I would prefer to see them 

scraped altogether unless the cost of doing so would be significant. 

However, I feel in my bones reluctant to rush into this without 

more consultation. 

5. Benefits in kind: provision of fuel for private motoring 

I agree with Peter Rees: I would not touch this with a barge pole 

this year. Apart from the highly relevant point he has raised (his 

Private Secretary's note of 11 May), this anomaly arose as a result 

of the rewlegislation on the taxation of car benefits which we critici~ 

at the time as likely to cause all sorts of nonsenses, and which we 

will certainly want to review in the context (heaven preserve us) of 

a review of benefits in kind legislation generally_ The Revenue 

submission of 10 May points out that a consultative paper has already 

been prepared on an inter-departmental basis on the taxation of car 
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benefits. We will want to see this before coming to a final view. 

The submission also suggests that the legislation should not come 

into effect until April 1980: if we start consultations immediately -

announcing this in the 1979 Budget - and are able to reach a conclusic 

later in the year enabling us to annouce an intention to legislate 

in 1980, I do not see why the April 1980 implementation date need be 

frustrated by not having it in this years Finance Bill. 

6. Stock Relief 

I think we must do this. Of the Revenue's recommendations in paragral 

)2 of the 10 May submission, it seems to me that (a) is e&sential and 

(b) seems a sensible compromise between doing nothing on dips and 

going much further while (d) is a highly attractive ~nd well justifie( 

sweetner for small businesses which are not getting much specifically 

out of this Budget. I see no need to bother about (c) this year. 

7. Rebated oil duty 

I don't know whether this is at all practicable; but, if it is, insteL 

of an increase of 10 per cent in the rebated oil duty all round, I WOl 

much rather see no increase at all in the duty on heavy fuel oil (whic 

adds directly to industrial costs) coupled with a 20 per cent inrease 

in the duty on gas oil. It would, incidentially, for what it is wortl 

bring us much nearer to the EEC pattern. 

8. Rate of VAT 

I do not believe that, in political terms, the borderline problems 

bet ... -een zero and 15 per cent are appreciably greater than the borderlin 

problems bet-.... eea ZCt'O and 1:2 -;- per cent VAT. As for the comparison 

h-ith other ESC memher states, I detect a touch of' sOllhistry in 

~lr Lovelock's note of 10 ~Iay. I calUlOt sec anything in this paper 

to cause u.s to rejec t 15 per cell t. 

9. Tobacco products dutX 



11 May, I agree with (a) and (e). I am happy with (b) as far as 

pipe tobacco is concerned, but I am more than a little apprehensive 

of the gratuitious amunition we will give to the Opposition - and to 

the cartoonists - by a sharp increase in cigarette taxes coupled wit: 

no increase in cigar taxation. As to (c) this seems fine on the 

basis of the 15 per cent VAT ' scenario. Finally, as to (d) I,:am well 

aware of the industry's strong lobbying in favour of a decrease in 

the ad valorum duty on cigarettes in return for a compensating incre 

in the specific duty. However, the main reason they want this is be 

the ad valoram element of the tax intensifies price competition ha 

a complaint we would wish to uphold. If, however, the :msul ting pric 

competition really would lead to a loss of revenue, then of course t 

cha~ewill make sense; but this surBly needs to be investiga~ed furt 

since it is unusual, to say the least, to find an industry pressing 

a higher burden of taxation. As you will appreciate, behind my 

reservations lie my worries about the need to increase the specific 

duties each year unless and until we can index them. If we can inde 

them soon, then I am quite happy to see a high specific element; but 

if there are problems about indexation then surely we want to keep 

the specific element as small as possible. 

10. Alcholic drinks duties 

I agree with all three of Mr Lovelock's recommendations in paragraph 

However, recommendation (c) - no duty deferment - shoulc\ I would 

strongly suggest, be coupled with a very sympathetic statement that 

you are looking into this with great understanding with a view to 

possible legislation Icier. The industry's case is a strong one, and 

it would please the Scots, but this is clearly not the year to accep 

an UIUlecessary ace- for- all bulge in the PSBR. 

11. Petrol and derv duties 

I agree with three of ~1r Lovelock's recommenda tions contained in 

paragraph 9 but no t with (b). Bearing in mind the line "\~-e took 

in Opposition, and the reasons why we took it, it woUld be political 

inept to impose an additional duty increase of 1.7p per gallon over 

and above the "standard" 10 per cent rate or increase to compens.:ltc 

'T'l \ f "'\ ... ,. \ r-l ~-·." , . 1 _ 1- t'" , T , 



together with the unchanged level of car tax, should be explained 

awaYJ- if these decisiom need to be explained away at all - by a 

recognition that the motor industry ( and the motor car buyer) are 

having to bear a particularly sharp increase in VAT from 8 per cent 

to 15 per cent (not to mention the additional impact of any change 

we may make on car leasing - see above). Customs' argument (paragraph 

7) that without this extra 1.7p we would be widening the differential 

between petrol and derv from 5p to 5.5p per gallon cannot be taken 

seriously: the differential remains exactly the same in both proportion 

ate and real terms. 

f 
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V.AT: ESTIMJ.TES OF YIELD 

1. The latest estimate for the full year yield of the increase in 

VAT is £3580m • 

.An arithmetical calculation based on the estimated total yield 

for the current year would give a figure exceeding £4700m. as the 

yield of the increase. 

There is therefore a gap of more than £1100m. 

2. Part of this - possibly £400m. - represents the additional tax 

which would be paid by Central Government. Strictly speaking this 

i's an it em of expenditure, not a deduction from revenue. 

3. . The bulk of the discrepancy - some £765m. - represents the 

loss of revenue consequent upon reduced demand due to the increase 

in the tax or switching to non-taxable items of expenditure. 

/This 
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This figure appears to have been calculated on the assumption 

that the increase in VAT is a net increase in taxation, which 

v~ould reduce consumers' income pro tanto and therefore lead to 

a fall in expenditure and corresponding reduction in revenue. 

4. In fact we propose an overall reduction in taxation so that 

consuners' income s will be increased not reduced. It is possible 

however that the April increases in personal allowances, worth 

about £1 billion, have alread;y been taken into account in 

calculating the total yield of VAT on the existing basis. If this 

has been done, then on the basis of the figu.res in Mr. Unwin's 

paper of 10th Ma;y, the new proposals to be announced in the coming 

Budget would represent an increase in taxation of £1100m. in a 

full year but a reduction of £100m. in the current year. 

5. Even on this basis I have the utmost difficulty in believing 

that the net effect of the package would be to reduce consumers' 

expenditure or result in switching to non-taxable items to such 

an extent that £765m. of revenue is lost. 

6. There is a clear parallel between this point and the other 

point which has been raised namely that it is claimed that the 

package would reduce total activity by 2.2% by Q1 1980 and by 

2.710 by Q1 1981. 
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IMPLICATIONS OF AN INCREASE IN THE STANDARD RATE OF VAT 
FOR THE CAR INDUSTRY 

The Chancellor at his meeting of 9 May authorised us to consult 
officials in the Department of Industry about the implications 
for the UK car manufacturing industry of unification of the VAT 
standard and higher rates at 12t or 15 per cent. This note 
which has been prepared with the help of officials from Customs 
and Excise, the Department of Industry and the Industrial Policy 
Division of the Treasury, reflects the outcome of these consul
tations. It examines briefly the prospects for the car industry 
in the coming year, outlines the history of and Government 

commitments over the car tax, and considers the likely impli
cations for the car industry of an increase in the VAT rate. It 
concludes that there is little case for any preferential tax 
treatment for cars. 

INDUSTRY PROSPECTS FOR 1979 

2. The number of new passenger car registrations in the UK in 

1978 was 1.59 million with an estimated total value of £4-5 
billion. Import penetration in 1978 was 49~3 per cent by number 
of registrations, and although value figures are not available, 
the percentage import penetration by value was probably of the
same order of magnitude. Business purchases of cars are estimatec 
to be around 60 per cent of total registrations with a higher 
percentage by total value. Exports accounted for 40 per cent of 
the 1.22 million cars produced in the UK last year. 

3. The immediate prospects for the UK car industry are not very 

good. Demand for cars continues to be buoyant, over 5 per cent 

up on the same period last year, but import penetration has now 
reached 55 per cent so far this year. Sales of UK-produced 
cars have fallen by 12 per cent. Ford, the market leader, is 
now importing more than half of all its cars sold in the UK, and 

accounts for more than a quarter of all car imports. Although 

car production in March was higher than in any month of 1978 

... / 
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except March, in the first quarter it was down 9 per cent over 

first quarter 1978. 

4. The prospect is worst for BL. Its market share has already 

slipped 2 per cent from last year's level of 23.5 per cent, 
which is also the budget figure for 1979, and with no major 
improvement this year to their ageing volume-car range they are 
going to be hard put to keep their share above 20 per cent. 
Sales in the first four months have fallen 8 per cent against 
the same period last year, and all the evidence suggests that 
inspite of buoyant demand conditions sales are limited by lack 
of demand for these cars in contrast to the situation over the 
past year or so when supply was the major constraint. On 
balance loss of market share in 1979 poses a greater threat 
than a reduction of overall sales because of the need to avoid 
dealer defections before introduction of the Mini replacement 
in late-1980. On a forecast market in 1979 of 1.6 million cars, 
a BL market share held at its current level of 21.07 per cent 
implies a £39 million shortfall in its targeted profit before 
tax of £84 million. 

CAR TAX 

5. We assume that any action to compensate (whether wholly or 
partially) for the increase in car prices due to the increase in 
VAT would be effected by means of the car tax. Car tax was 

introduced in 1973 as part of the changeover from purchase tax 
to VAT (the VAT standard rate by itself not being sufficient to 
maintain the revenue from cars). The 10 per cent rate, which is 
charged on the wholesale value of new cars, has remained 
unchanged since its introduction. There are no regulator powers 

covering the car tax, and Mr Barber in 1972 made it clear that 
it was not the Government's intention to use the tax as an 
economic regulator. There was no compensating change in car tax 
when Mr Healey reduced the VAT standard rate from 10 per cent to 
8 per cent in 1974. The tax is estimated to raise about £500 

million in the full year 1979/80. The total tax burden (car tax 

... / 
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and VAT) on the tax-exclusive retail price of cars is 17 per 

cent. If car tax is left unchanged at 10 per cent this would 

rise to about 22 per cent if VAT were unified at 12~ per cent 
and to just under 25 per cent if VAT were raised to 15 per 

cent. A reduction in car tax sufficient to compensate for the 
price effects of a VAT increase to 12~ per cent would cost 

£250 million, and 15 per cent £430 million. 

EFFECTS ON THE CAR MARKET OF INCREASING VAT 

6. The demand for cars is influenced by a wide range of factors 

including quality and design and also changes in consumer taste. 
But the overall level of demand for cars is governed primarily 

by two economic factors: the price of cars relative to other 
goods and services and the level of real disposable income. An 
increase in the taxes levied on cars will increase the price of 

cars and this by itself can be expected to lead to some shift 
of demand towards other goods and services and possibly some 

increase in the level of savings. An increase in the general 
level of prices also reduces real disposable income and this in 

turn also affects demand. If the only change is an increase in 

the tax on cars, the effect on real incomes in aggregate will 
be small enough to be disregarded. If however there are sub

stantial tax changes affecting incomes as well as prices the 
impact of the package as a whole is likely to outweigh any 

affects arising solely from changes in relative prices. 

7. In considering the effect of changes in a tax such as VAT 

we therefore have to consider separately two possible effects: 

the substitution effect and the income effect. The substitution 
effect is the reduction in demand due to substitution away from 

say cars into all other goods purely as a result of the higher 
relative price of cars. The response of demand to a change in 

relative prices is measured by a price elasticity which is the 
ratio of the percentage change in demand to the percentage 
change in relative price. The i ljCOme effect is the change in 

demand for cars due to the change in real disposable incomes 

resulting from the price increase. A measure of this response 

... / 
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is given by the income elasticity; that is the percentage change 
in demand for cars resulting from a given percentage change in 
real disposable incomes. 

8 . For the purposes of this assessment we have assumed that the 
change in VAT rates would form part of a demand-neutral fiscal 
package - that is, one which would have no contractionary or 
reflationary effects on the economy as a whole. This means 
that the income effects can be ignored. We have however con
sidered in paragraph 11 the implications of relaxing this 
assumption. A further qualification that needs to be borne in 
mind is that cars are not a homogeneous product. Changes which 
affect the demand for cars may not have the same effect, for 
example, on the demand for Rolls Royces as on the demand for 
Minis. If car prices rise relatively to prices generally or 

if real incomes fall there could be a trading down from more 
expensive to cheaper models even if the number of cars purchased 

is unchanged. 

9. The effect on the demand for cars following an increase in 
tax rates, as explained in paragraph 7 above, depends upon the 
price elasticity of demand. The price elasticity of demand for 
new cars has proved difficult to estimate in recent years. 
Demand for cars has been influenced by a wide range of factors 
including petrol price changes and the growth of demand by the 
business sector and for replacement. There is however a broad 
consensus that the price elasticity of demand for cars is small, 

probably -0.5 or less. The price effect of a VAT change (as 
indeed any other price change) needs to take account of the 
change in the price of the good in question relative to other 
prices - clearly if all prices rise by the same percentage the 
price effect would be entirely neutralised. If VAT is unified 
at 12~ or 15 per cent the price of cars relative to other goods 
varies according to the VAT treatment of the other goods, as 
shown in the following table: 

... / 
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12t% 15% 
unified unified 

VAT VAT 

Price of cars relative to: 

Standard-rated goods 0 0 

Higher-rated goods +4-.2";6 +4-.2% 
Zero-rated goods +4-.2% +6.5% 

10. On this basis there should be no substitution between cars 

and other standard-rated goods since their prices rise by the 
same percentage. Standard-rated goods other than cars themselveE 
account for about 40 per cent of consumers' expenditure. Any 
substitution is likely to be mainly into higher-rated goods whict 
are mostly consumer durables; but these account for only 6 per 
cent of consUmers' expenditure so that the scope for substi
tution is limited. Zero-rated goods covering "essential" items 
such as food, fuel and housing cover about 30 per cent of 
consumers' expenditure, and again substitution out of cars into 
such goods is likely to be small. The remainder of consumers' 
expenditure (about 20 per cent) is "exempt" for VAT purposes, 

which mean.s that VAT is paid on inputs but not reclaimable on 
fin~l output. Such goods will also rise in price with a VAT 
increase, although the precise percentage increase is impossible 
to estimate. Taking all these factors into account, and given 
that our overall elasticity estimate is a maximum, the effect of 
the unification of VAT at 12t per cent or even 15 per cent on 
the demand for cars is likely to be less than 1 per cent. 

11. Given that car import penetration is now well over 50 per 
cent, it may be argued that any reduction in car demand would 
fall disproportionately on imported cars since the reduction 
would be most likely to occur among private purchasers, whose 

propensity to buy foreign cars is higher than that of fleet 
operators. The UK industry is not generally in a position to 

absorb any of the VAT increase. It is possible that some 
importers, intent on increasing their share of the UK market, 
might try to do this, though it seems reasonable to assume that 

in general imports are already taking advantage of whatever 

... / 
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scope they have to price their cars competitively. Finally, it 
may be noted that VAT does not enter into the price of exports. 

EFFECTS OF OTHER POSSIBLE l'1EA.SURES 

12. As was explained in paragraph 8, the estimates in the 
previous section of this note relate only to the substitution 
effects of a VAT change and take no account of changes in real 
incomes. Estimates of the income elasticity of demand for cars 
suggests that this is a much more important factor. It is 
thought to be somewhere above unity; that is to say, if real 
income rises by 1 per cent demand for cars would increase by 
rather more than this percentage. It follows that much will 
depend on the overall impact of the Budget on economic activity 
and growth over the coming year. The composition of the Budget 
may also influence the demand for cars. Reductions in the 
higher rates of income tax leading to some re~ribution of 
income to higher income earners could stimulate demand for more 
expensive cars and for second cars. On the other hand, 
proposals to change the taxation of car leasing or car benefits 

would tend to work in the opposite direction. 

13. Increases in the price of petrol could also have an 
important influence on the demand for cars, in particular by 
encouraging a switch of demand towards more fuel-economical 

and smaller-engined cars. UK industry, BL in particular, is 
at its weakest in the small/medium car market. This is also 
the less profitable end of the market for UK manufacturers: 
margins are much higher on more lavishly equipped cars at the 
top end of ranges. A 15 per cent VAT rate would in itself raise 
the price of petrol by about 2p a gallon and this takes no 
account of possible changes in the petrol duty and in the level 
of factor prices. 

CONCLUSION 

14. Our main conclusion is that an increase in VAT on cars in 

the context of a unification of the standard and higher rates 

... / 
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of VAT would not be expected to reduce the overall demand for 

cars by more than about 1 per cent, equal to about £40-50 

million sales at 1978 prices. Within this estimated fall in 
demand, we have not found it possible to assess the share of 

the decline in sales that would fallon the British car 

manufacturers. Clearly a reduction in total car sales will 
not be helpful to BL. On the other hand, the main constraint 
on BL sales is the lack of demand for its volume models and 

there is a danger that any further stimulus to car sales would 

simply encourage still more imports, reducing BL's market share 

still further. We conclude therefore that the revenue loss 
involved in a reduction of car tax could not be justified by 
the very marginal and uncertain benefits that might accrue to 

British car manufacturers and to BL in particular. We recommend 
accordingly that, if VAT is increased in the Budget, cars should 

be treated no differently from other goods subject to the VAT 

standard rate. 

/ 
I , 

1L.- " 
I I 

H 1'1 GRIFFITHS 
FP2 
16 May 1979 
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BUDGET 1979: TOBACCO PRODUCTS AND ALCOHOLIC DRINKS DUTIES 

I have been considering how we should deal with four outstanding 

minor issues in the field of tobacco and alcoholic drinks duties. 

These are: 

a. The possibility of varying an increase in duty as between 

cigars, cigarettes and pipe tobacco; 

b. The appropriate balance of specific and ad valorem duties 

on tobacco; 

c. The possibility of making special provisions in the case of 

'made' (English) wine; 

d. The possibility of making special pI."ovisions in the c,ase 

of cider. 

My conclusions are as follows. 

First, I feel there; is there is a good case for exempting pipe 

tobacco from the proposed general increase in duty of 10%. 
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The revenue cost would be modest - some £5 million. Against this, 

40% of pipe smo~ers are pensioners who are likely to benefit 

least from cuts in direct tax; pipe tobacco manufacturers are 

concentrated in areas of high unemployment; a~d the effects of 

the proposed VAT increase alone will bear hard~on the industry 

which has not had any easy time in recent years. I do not feel 

there is as good as case for exempting cigars and I do not recommend 

we do so. But I do suggest we should exempt pipe tobacco. 

Second, I believe that for this year at least there are good 

arguments for maximising the specific element within tobacco duty 

and having a lower ad -valorem element. I accept that a higher 

specific element reduces the buoyancy of the revenue but the 

solution to this is to index it. Time does not allow indexing 

this year. But given the strong arguments of the industry in 

favour of higher specific duties and the EEC dimension (the EEC 

are pressing for specific duties to be reduced as part of 

harmonisation policy, and should we implement specifie duties well 
, 

below the permissable maximum of 55% they might point to this as 

an argument for reducing the limit). I feel the best way forward 

is to have a higher specific element in the current year and to 

review the arguments in detail over the eoming year with a view 

to indexing speeifie duties next year. For this year I would 

therefore endorse offieial's recommendations that the ad 

valorem element should be redueed to 21% (assuming a VAT rate of 

15%) with a eompensating additional loading on the specifie element 

bringing it to some 53%. 

Third, I do not think there is a ease for special aetion on made 

wine. At present the duty is eharged at rates slightly below the 
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corresponding rates on table wines. This small differential can 

be justified on the grounds of encouraging Bri t'ish industry, and 
. .. 

the disproportionate increase necessary to eliminate the 

differential would probably cause more trouble than it is worth. 

I therefore recommend that the proposed 10% duty increase should be 

simply applied to this duty as to wine. 

Finally, I think there is a case for exempting cider from the 

proposed duty increase. The industry was badly affected by 

the introduction of duty in 1976 ~nd adverse conditions since 

theri have made matters worse. -A 10% increase in duty amounts 

to O.)p a bottle and given its de minimis nature (the revenue 

cost will be negligible, perhaps £1 million) I recommend no duty 

increase on cider. 

PETER REES 
n May 1979 
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NOTE OF A MEETING HELD IN THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER'S 

ROOM, H.M. TREASURY AT 10.30 AM ON FRIDAY, 18TH MAY, 1979 

Present: 

Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State (Commons) 
Minister of State (Lords) 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Sir Anthony Rawlinson 
Sir Lawrence Airey 
Sir Fred Atkinson 
Mr. Lovell 
Mr. Unwin 
Mr. Shepherd 
Mr. Ridley 
Mr. Cropper 

Sir William Pile ) 
) Inland Revenue Mr. J.M. Green 

Mr. D.A. Lovelock) Cd. 
·Mr. A.J. Phelps ) ustoms an Exclse, 

PREPARATIONS FOR THE BUDGET 

The Chancellor said he would like to have before the 

weekend an up-to-date picture of the Budget arithmetic in the 

light of Cabinet decisions on public expenditure and the 

further review of his proposed tax package. This should 

identify, on the best available information, the likely PSBR; 

agreed reductions in public expenditure (including an estimate 

for sales of assets); and the consequences of his decisions 

on direct and indirect taxation. The provisional "sighting 

shot" in Mr. Unwin's minute of 10th May should be revised for 

the weekend. The pUQlic expenditure figures in particular would 

need to be increased on account of 

(a) the additional 1 per cent squeeze on central 

Government pay cash limits agreed by Cabinet; 
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(b) the £300 million cut in RSG; and 

(c) the £500 million addition to specific cuts 

agreed in Cabinet. 

Against that: 

Cd) the £300 million reduction in the contingency 

reserve would need reconsideration in the light 

of the Chancellor's discussion of Social Security 

with the Secretary of State. 

Mr. Unwin was invited to be guided accordingly. 

2. Announcement about cash limits. The Chancellor pointed 

to the difficult situation arising in relation to the 

negotiations on teachers' pay. These were compounded by the 

ignorance of the local authorities and the teachers' unions 

of the proposed cut in the RSG. He was inrreasingly persuaded 

that he should include an announcement in his speech in the 

Economic Debate on 22nd May. The Lord President's meeting on 

21st May with the Civil Service Staff Side was an additional 

factor. On the other hand, the RSG cut was intended to apply 

generally and there were dangers in linking it too directly 

with pay 2.ssues. 

The Chancellor invited Sir Anthony Rawlinson to 

consider what he should say about the RSG and 

cash limits in his speech in the Debate on the 

Address on 22nd May. 

3. Disposal of assets. The Financial Secretary hoped to 

have replies from Colleagues before the weekend, or on 21st May 

at latest. He was aiming at a higher figure than originally 

envisaged. The position of BNOC was particulary important. 

The Chancellor reported strong support in the Cabinet for ensurin 
1 

-. 2 -
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a widely based dispersal of shares, not just to institutional 

investors. It was noted that this might be most easily 

accomplished for BP shares, by arrangements in relation to 

over-subscription which ensured priority for smaller bids. 

Indirect Taxes 

4. The Chancellor noted that final decisions on indirect 

taxes needed to take account both of revenue considerations 

and politically acceptable limits to the increase in the RPI. 

In respect of the latter, the Prime Minister considered the 

maximum to be 3~, per cent. Since the RPI effect of the 
'i-

provisional package was larger than that, it was necessary to 

consider how it could be re-shaped to limit the RPI increase 

to 3~ per cent. The choices seemed to be between: 

(a) VAT of 12~ per cent combined with (broadly) 

10 per cent increases in specific duties; or 

(b) maintaining the 15 per cent VAT, whilst 

dropping the specific duty increases in whole 

or in part. 

5. In favour of Cal, it was suggested that an increase 

to 15 per cent went beyond public expectations, and would be 

highly unpopular; that there were good non-revenue arguments 

for increasing specific duties (e.g. on tobacco and petrol); 

and that there would be criticism if the Chancellor increased 

a wide range of prices through a sUbstantial VAT increase, 

and made no change in the specific duties. In favour of (b) 
that 

-it ---was argued increases in specific duties- "lere -regressive 

whereas VAT was mildly progressive (though not widely 

acknowledged as such); that cigarettes and drink etc. would 

stand to bear a significant price increase through VAT, 

whether or not specific duties were changed (e.g. 6p on a 

package of cigarettes;. 2~p on a pint of beer; and 28p on 

- 3 -
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a bottle of whisky, with a 15 per cent VAT); and that 

drinks and tobacco were particularly heavily RPI-weighted. It 

was also suggested that VAT increases in successive years, 

(e.g. to 12~ per cent this year; and 15 per cent next year) 

would be extremely unwelcome to industry and doubtful politicall~ 

6. A number of other points were made. The Chief Secretary 

argued in favour of keeping to the original proposals, despite 

their price consequences; it was clear that the Chancellor 

would need to raise the maximum amount of revenue to achieve 

his PSBR target. The benefit in public reception was hardly 

likely to be commensurate with the loss in revenue. On the 

other hand, very large price increases could reflect adversely 

on the next wage-round. Of the range of indirect taxes only 

derv, VED and the duty on rebated oil had insignificant price 

effects (but important industrial implications). An ACT 

surcharge, though neutral in relation to prices, was thought 

to be ruled out for other reasons. 

7. Summing up this part of the discussion, the Chancellor 

said he preferred to hold to the provisional decision on a 

15 per cent VAT, trimming back on the specific duties as 

necessary. 

8. Against that background,the meeting went on to review 

decisions on the specific duties. 

9. Tobacco duty. 

(a) Balance of specific and ad valorem duties. The 

Chancellor took note that this had been decided by 

the Minister of State (Commons) (his minute of 

17th May to the Chancellor). 

- 4 -
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(b) Pipe Tobacco. The Minister of State (Commons) 

rehearsed the case, on employment and distributional 

grounds, for excepting pipe tobacco from the proposed 

increase in duty. After a short discussion, Ministers 

decided that no exception should be made. 

10. Alcoholic Drinks. Only the cider duty remained to be 

settled. The Chancellor agreed that the duty should not be 

increased this year. 

11. Rebated Oil Duty. The Financial Secretary did not wish 

to press this year his suggested distinction between heavy 

fuel oil and the duty on gas oil. A 10 per cent increase in 

duty on both types of oil was agreed. 

12. VED 

(a) Structure. The Chancellor confirmed his 

intention to make no changes in the structure of 

VED this year. 

(b) Petrol Duty. The Chancellor took note of the 

conclusions in Mr. Lovell's minute of 16th May. 

After a short discussion, the Chancellor confirmed 

his jntention to increase the petrol duty if possible 

by 4~p on a gallon. 

(c) Commercial Vehicles. The Chancellor decided 

on (i) a 10 per cent increase in the dut'T on derv 
(ii) " 

(3~p on a gallon) and a 10 per cent increase 

in VED on commercial ~hicles (rather than a 

graduated charg~ related to size). 

Ministers took note that these proposals would not be 

unacceptable to the Ministry of Transport; and would help 

to remove the 'present 
~ 

differential between the duties on 

- 5 -
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derv and petrol. 

Possible Modifications 

13. The Chancellor concluded that work should proceed on 

the basis of a choice between the following alternative tax 

packages: 

(a) a 15 per cent VAT plus the full range of 

specific duty increases already decided; and 

{b) the same package less the increases In the 

duties on tobacco and alcohol. 

Miscellaneous Direct Tax Matters 

14. Car Leasing. After a short discussion the Chancellor 

authorised the inclusion of legislation on the lines of the 

Inland Revenue minute of 10th May to close the existing 

loophole. 

15. PRT. The main outstanding point related to retrospection. 

The Minister of State (Commons), on revenue considerations . 

had reluctantly acquiesced in retrospection to 1st January 1979. 

The Chancellor said he would like to see a note of the arguments. 

Subject to that, the package could go forward on that basis. 

16. Stock Relief. This still remained to be considered. 

17. Development Land Tax. Ministers were agreed that the 

rate should be reduced to 60 per cent. The Inland Revenue had 

suggested raising the exempt slice from £10,000 to £20,000. 

-The Minister of State (Lords) considered this inadequate in 

the context of the Government's commitment to repeal the 

Community Land Act; he favoured increasing the exempt slice 

to £50,000 at least, uespite the loss of revenue involved. 

Sir William Pile thought this called into question the future 

viability of DLT. The Chancellor decided that 

- 6 -
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(a) the exempt slice should be increased to 

.£50 , 000 ; 

(b) the rate should be reduced to 60 per cent; 

(c) the proposed structural review should still 

proceed after the Budget . 

1 8 . Stamp Duty . The Chancellor decided to defer a final 

decision on raising the threshold for the duty on transfers 

of land and property. 

19 . Benefits in kind: Petrol. The Chancellor confirmed that 

he did not want to take action on this in the current Finance 

Bill. 

20 . Taxation of people working overseas . Mr. Green suggested 

that Ministers might wish to consider ending the present 

partial exemption for overseas earnings as a counterpart to 

the proposed reduction in the top rates of income tax. Both 

the Financial Secretary and the Minister of State (Lords) 

supported this . The Chancellor asked Sir William Pile to 

provide a note. 

Income Tax Structure 

2l. The meeting considered the Minister of State (Lords) 

minute to the Chancellor , Budget : Tax Arithmetic and 

Sir William Pile ' s minute of 17th May on income tax packages. 

The Chancellor confirmed three preliminary points : 

(a) the higher rate scale should begin at 40 per cent 

rather than 35 per cent; 

(b) the age allowance ceiling should be increased 

to £5,000, accompanied by a statement of intention 

to abolish the ceiling altogether in 1980; 

.- 7 -
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(c) the investment income surcharge threshold should 

be raised to £5,000 for all taxpayers . 

1f 

22. Reduced rate band. The Minister of State (Lords) said 

that the proposal to "b1;ly out" the reduced rate band had two 

advantages : administrative savings for the Inland Revenue and 

provision 6f . a substantial increase in tax thresholds. But 

there could be awkward distributional effects unless there was 

room for more than equi val ent increases in personal allowances . 

With the reduction in basic rate limited to 30 per cent this 

year he concluded that the balance of advantage lay in not --
buying out the reduced rate band this year but in increasing 

personal allowances . He favoured package 3 in the Inland 

Revenue note, but with a basic rate of 30 per cent. (Table 

annexed to his minute). The reduced rate could then be 

bought out in 1980 at considerably less cost - either by 

going straight to a basic rate of 25 per cent or to an 

intermediate basic rate of 27~ per cent . In favour of this 

approach, an immediate increase in personal allowances 

(a) would enable the Government to improve on the 

indexation provided in the caretaker Finance Bill; 

2 

(b) would provide a somewhat better distributional 

balance in the gains to high and low income groups; a~d 

(c) ~ould keep the tax threshold ahead of the single 

pension . 

-- 23 . Summing up this part of the discussion the Chancellor 

said he was attracted by this approach . The balance of 

advantage seemed to him to argue against buying out the 

reduced rate this year and in favour of an increase in personal 

allowances coupled with a reduction in the basic rate to 

30 per cent. Planning should therefore proceed on the basis 

- 8 -
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of Package 3, with the basic rate reduced from 33 per cent 

to 30 per cent. This should be included when Mr. Unwin 

revised the first "sighting shot". 

Capital Taxes 

24. After a brief discussion, Ministers agreed that CTT 

Changes should be deferred until the following year. The 

Chancellor's Budget statement should include an intention to 

review CTT before his next Budget. 

Conclusion 

25. The Chancellor invited Mr. Unwin to prepare, in the light 

of the discussion, a revised version of the tables attached 

to his minute of 10th May. 

Circulation 

Those present 
Mr. Littler 

~ 
(A.M.W. BATTISHILL) 

18th May, 1979 
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11IHISTER OF STATE (COl'1I10NS) 

VAT - TAX POINT PROBLEMS 

t ~') -i~;~ J f -Aft ~ /C.~ .- ,~:r \b ~~'~V' Gl6i\'~ .. ·V .. 1 

Board Room / '1.'.7 
H M Customs and Exc;.'.;e • 'S 
King's Beam Houss . ",c< 

Mark Lane London EC3R 7HE 

cc Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Chief SecretaI"J 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State (Lords) 
Mr Ridley 
l'lr Cropp 
Mr 'ov.. 1 
Hr' \tlaal - Parly Counsel 

I attach a note on certain problems which will arise as a 
result of the increase in both the existing positive rates of 
VAT to 15%. 

2. In brief the position is that, to facilitate the prompt 
collection of VAT, we have rules governing the point at which 
tax becomes payable and the rate at which it is charged. These 
are designed to be compatible with day-to-day business practice~ 
but inevitably they give rise to problems \'lhen the rate is 
changed. Broadly speaking the result is that if the caange is 
downwards the customer stands to benefit if the normal rules 
remain unmodified; but he stands to lose if the change is 
upwards. 

3. In the present case, \'1e are faced with an increase in the 
rate from 8% (in the majority of cases) or 12~% to 1~~ - a 
sizeable increase vlhich will tend to exacerabate these problems. 
The note identifies the areas of difficulty which can be 
foreseen. 

4. It has always been clear that telephone bills could be 
a problem and the current industrial action* \vill make matters 

*by the Post Office staff 
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worseo We have assumed that Ministers would wish to do 
something to mitigate the harshness of the existing law in 

this area, and our estimate of about ~ page for the VAT 
content of the Finance Bill made allmvance for this. \ole 

seek authority to instruct Parliamentary Counsel accordingly~ 

5. For the rest, it is now clear that the change from the 
existing structure to a unified 15% rate of VAT 1,vill cause 
many transitional problems in relation to monthly garage 
bills and other similar credit arrangements. It may be 
possible to deal with some of these by legislation (at the 
cost of adding to the Finance Bill); others may have to be 
left to sort themselves out. The annexed note outlines the 
problem and seeks authority to investigate the legislative 
possibilities with Parliamentary Counsel. 

6. I should emphasise that there v;ilJ be no difficulty over 
the vast majority of cash and credit trnr.sactions; we are 
concerned here with a minority of transactions, which could 
however give rise to a lot .of complaint. When you have 
decide~ what legislative action to take (if any), we shall 
need to consider the question of publicity arrangements. 

7. In the meantime we shall of course be glad to discuss 
further if you should so desire. 

29 May 1979 A J PHELPS 
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INCREASE IN THE RATE OF VAT 

Ministers should be aware that the proposed "unification of VAT 
at 15% next month will give rise to difficulties in certain 
areas because of the effect of the rules governing the time of 
supply ("tax point") for VAT purposes. These rules assume 
special significance at a change of rate since the rate of tax 
chargeable is that in force when the tax point occurs. As a 
result some people will have to bear tax at the increased rate 
on goods or services which were actually supplied to them before 
the increase came into effect. 

2. The prov1s1ons relating to tax point (embodied in Section 
of the Finance Act 1972 as amended) are mainly designed to deal 
with the normal circumstances in '''hich the rate of tax remains 
stable, and in particular to prevent people delaying payment 
artificially; they do this by defining the date on which tax 
becomes chargeable and hence in which accounting period it must 
be accounted for. The tax point also, as stated above, 
determines the rate of tax to be charged. The basic rule is 
that the tax point occurs when the goods are delivered or the 
services performed; but in order to accommodate normal business 
practices, while conforming with EEC requirements, provision is 
made for this to be varied in certain circumstances. Thus if 
the person making the supply is~mes a tax invoice within 14 

days after the basic tax point, the date of the invoice becomes 
the tax point (the Commissioners of Customs and Excise may 
extend the 14 day period on request from individual traders). 
The basic tax point is also overridden by an advance invoice or 
payment to the extent of the amount invoiced or paid. For 
contL~uous supplies, such as television rentals, the tax point 
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is the date of inv01c1ng or payment, whichever is the earlier. 
Finally, where a trader cannot operate the normal rules the 
Commissioners may, at his request, determine a special tax 
point. 

3. The original 1972 Finance Bill proposals, which were based 
largely on purchase tax practice, did not contain the 14 day 
invoice rule; but following representations from industry and 
commerce, and conSUltation with trade bodies, the Bill was 
amended at Report Stage (OR 11 July 1972, Vol 840, Col 1456/61) 

to provide for this. The result is that in many areas the 
date of invoice determines the tax point and hence the rate of 
tax to be applied. 

4. Because the rate of tax charged is that in force at the 
tax point, which. as we have said may not coincide with the 
actual time of supply, anomalies are bound to arise when the 
rate of tax is charged. This has always been recognised but 
it was widely expected in the early days that the rate would 
be varied both up and down by relatively small amounts, so that 
the position vlould be accepted as a matter of swings and 
roundabouts. However, as it has turned out there has only 
been one change in the standard. rate - a reduction from 10% 
to ef/o -- while the introduction of the higher rate did not give 
rise to the same problems because of its coverage and the fact 
that '16 days I notice was given before it took effect. Given 
that on this occasion there will be a SUbstantial rise in the 
standard. rate, against the background of a declared policy of 
switching from direct to indirect taxation which suggests that 
it is unlikely to be reversed in the forseeable future, 
complaints can be expected. 

5. It should be emphasised that no difficulties are likely 
to arise in the majority of cases. Transactions between 
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businesses which can reclaim input tax can be expected to 
cause little trouble.. And as regards the public, there '!,'iill 
be no difficulties over ordinary cash or credit card purchases, 
which account for the great bulk of transactions. 

6. There will, however be a number of problem areas 
(including possibly some which we may not have foreseen because 
we have n o previous experience of an increase in the standard 
rate). The more important ones are discussed below. 

Telephone Services 

7. Telephone bills are issued each month to about one third 
of the subscribers. They take the form of tax invoices for 
three month periods covering charges for calls made during the 
preceding three months (up to the time of the last meter reading . 
together with a quarterly rental charge for the three months 
period starting on the first day of the month in which the bill 
is issued. Because the Post Office do not know on what dates 
their invoices a:. ... e actually sent out, they have a special tax 
point. This is the date on which the computer run covering a 
batch of invoices begins, under normal conditions about a week 
after the last meter reading. Thus under the present rules the 
increased rate would be charged in full on the bills due to be 
issued in July, and would apply to calls made in the three 
months period up to the last meter reading, during nearly all of 
which the present 8% rate was in force. Bills due to be sent 
out in August and September would be similarly affected, 
th ou gh to a lesser extent. Thus all of the 12 million 
residential subscribers would have some cause for complaint. 

8. The problems indicated above would be greatly aggravated 
on this occasion because of the Post Office computer strike, 
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which has delayed the issue of bills. No bills have been sent 
to residential subscribers since 10 April. This means that 
if the present rules are unchanged, 1vhen bills are eventually 
sent out subscribers will be charged tax at the increased 
rate on calls made as long ago as February. 

9. We have discussed with the Post Office, on a contingency 
basis, what might be done to alleviate the position. They 
have satisfied us that it would be impracticable to apportion 
their bills so that VAT '>'lould be charged at the correct rate 
before and after the change. This would mean reprogramm~g 
their computer, which would be a major task taking many months. 
If some special concession is to be made, therefore, the only 
practicable course seems to be to defer the application of the 
increase until the whole of the period covered by the bills 
falls after the date of change. In theory this might be done 
by postponingfue increase until the bills due to be sent out 
in October, but this ,..,ould interfere with the Post Office IS 

plans for catching up on the arrears caused by the strike, and 
so would delay the collection of tax. Hence we recommend 
that if Ministers decide to make a concession on the li(~es 
suggested, the increased rate should apply from the bills due 
to be sent out in November. 

10. Such a concession would, of course, involve some 
discrimination in favour of telephone subscribers as a6ainst 
the generality of consumers who would have to bear the extra 
VAT from the date of the increase. The net cost, assuming 

a VAT rate of 15%, would be of the order of £8-9 million. 
(The calculations are as follows. Gross revenue from VAT on 
telephone bills is running at about £225m a year; if the rate 
were put up from 8% to 15% the increase in a full year would 
be about £197m. A loss of four months of this increase (by 
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postponing the effective date from July to November) would 
amount, under the present rules, to £66m. However at least 
60% of the total is accounted for by services supplied to 
regist ered traders, ,'Tho can 
amount is reduced to £26m. 
however, not on the tax due 

reclaim input tax, so the net 
If the calculation '\V'ere based, 

to be collected on bills issued 
under the present rules, but on the actual calls and rentals 
before and after the change of rate, the net amount of tax lost 
would appear as only £8-9 mi l lion . ) 

11. We should be grateful for an early decision on whether 
you wish to offer a concession on these lines. Prima facie, 
any such concession would require legislation in the Finance 
Bill (which would have to apply to the independent Hull 
telephone system as well as the Post Office); but subject to 
Parliamentary Counsel's views, it looks as if this could be 
achieved fairly simply and without exceeding our estimate of 
about t page for the VAT change. 

Other Supplies 

12. Garages Many garages invoice their credit customers 
at the end of the month and have the last day of the month as 
a special tax point, imposed at their request by direction of 
the Commissioners . If there is a change of rate in mid-month 
all deliveries on credit in the part of the month prior to the 
change will carry the increased rate. This problem arose both 
when the standard rate of tax was applied to petrol (April 1974) 
and when the higher rate became applicable (November 1974). 
On both occasions we made extra-statutory concessions to 
enable traders to limit the extra VAT to supplies actually 
made after the respective changes. As the increases applied 
only to petrol, no other traders were affected. 
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13. Since petrol is currently taxed at 12~% the problem 
for garages will be less acute than it .... laS in 1974 but in viev/ 
of the earlier preceden.ts they will expect similar treatment. 
Moreover on this occasion there will be other traders in an 
analogous position. It is possible that the position could 
be alleviated by a Finance Bill amendment which would have a 
similar effect to the concession given to garages in 1974, but 
apply more generally 'ofhenever the rate is changed. 

14. Account Customers Although garages might be expected 
to make the running in pressing for concessions, similar 
difficulties could arise in a number of areas where goods 
delivered or services rendered are not paid for at once, but 
on an invoice sent out subsequently_ Apart from retail schemes 
(dealt \-lith below) we can distinguish three main categories:-

i. InVO~C9S sent out vfithin 14 days 
If, for example, a trader delivers or repairs a 
piece of household equipment before the rate of 
VAT g06H up, and issues an invoice after the 
illcrease, but still within 14 days (or 'of hat ever 
extended period has been allowed)) tax will be 
chargeable at the higher rate (cf paragraph 2 
aboye) • The difficulties can in fact be 
avoided in this type of case if the trader delays 
issuing his bills until after the end of the 
14 days (or extended period) or notifies the 
Commissioners that he elects to use the basic 
tax point, or if the customer. pays in advance. 
But even if they are aware of these possibilities, 
many traders may find it inconvenient to disturb 
their normal accounting routine. 
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ii. Special tax points 

Where, as in the case of the garages, B. trader 
has a special tax point at the end of an 
accounting period imposed at his request by 
the direction of the Commissioners he cannot 
avoid the difficulties by delaying the issue of 
invoices~ and the only recourse may be for the 
customer to pay in advance. 

iii. Continuous supplies 

Where supplies are continuous the general rule 
is that a tax point occurs when a tax invoice is 
issued or payment made. This applies, for 
example, to television rentals (discussed below), 
cleaning contracts, building aud construction 
work and in many other areas. If the tax goes 
up before the invoice is issued or payment made a 
similar situation arises to those discussed above. 
Again, the difficulties might be avoided by 
issuing an invoice or paying on account just before 
the increase, but this seems unlikely to happen in 
the majority of cases. 

It might be possible to alleviate, but not entirely avoid, 
many of these difficulties by legislating to provide for 
apportionment on the lines suggested in paragraph 13 above. 

15. Retail Schemes The position on supplies by retailers 
generally is rather different. This is because most 
shopkeepers use retail schemes under which they calculate their 
output tax by reference to their gross takings. On a change 
of rate they calculate tax at the old rate on their takings up 
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to the date 0; the change; they then calculate tax at the 
new rate on their cash takings from the date of the change 
onwards. The practical effect is that an apportionment is 
achieved between the old and new rates and, in general, tax 
point difficulties do not arise. There will, however, be 
some exceptions. For example, if a n:onthly bill is issued 
to an account customer at the end of June, the subsequent 
payment will attract tax at the new rate even though the bill 
includes supplies made in early June when the price quoted 
included tax at only 8%. This will impose an extra burden 
on the retailer, although the purpose of the retail scheme is 
to provide a practical wa:y of assessing the tax due 'Vlithout 
linking individual sales to the payments received, thereby 
minimising the accounting requirements. It is hard to see 
what could be done to avoid this. 

16. TV Rentals Payments for television rentals are made in 
advance, normally at monthly, quarterly, half-yearly or yearly 
intervals, and the tax point is the time when payment is 

received. At present the higher rate of 12t'~ applies generaJ.ly 
to television rentals, but following a successful ConseI"'vatiYe 
amendment at the Report Stage of the 1975 Financ e Bill wl.dch 
extended the higher rate to these supplies, rentals under 
contracts entered into before 16 April 1975 remain subC Fct to 
the standard rate of 8%. There are three potential p:l'o"blems 
here: 

i. complaints from consumers now being taxed at 8% 
about the increase they will have to bear when 
the standard rate is raised. There seems to be 
no case for relief here. 
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ii. the risk of forestalling by consumers making 
advance payments (perhaps in collusion vlith the 
rental companies) before the increased rate comes 
into force. There appears to be no way of 
allUiding this, but the tax lost will probably 

not be very great, 

iii. the possible losses suffered by rental companies 

,;:." .. ,-" }l 

who will have to account for tax at the increased 
rate on payments received after the change 
(including late payments) but who will not have 
collected the extra tax from their customers because 
their contracts provide for a tax inclusive rental. 
The contracts of the main rental companies enable 
them to pass on increases in VAT, and the Finance 
Act 1972 (Section 42) also provides for the 
adjustment of contracts following a tax change. 
However, in practice there may be a delay before 
the companies can adjust their rentals and they 
stand to lose money. But it is very doubtful 
whether there is any case for attempting to relieve 

them. 

17. Hire Purchase Where goods are bought on hire pur°cl:.ase 
the tax point is normally the time vlhen the copy agreement 
(in the form of a tax invoice) is issued to the customer. 
However, many retailers selling on hire purchase use retail 
schemes under which they account for tax by reference to their 
gross takings. Most retailers operate their hire purchase 
schemes through finance houses, when no problem arises, but 
if a retailer using a retail scheme oper~es his own hire purchasE 
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he must include the instalment payments in his gross takings 
for the day he receives them. This means that any instalments 
received after the tax has gone up "viII bear VAT at the 
increased rate. The suppliers in turn may try to get the 
instalment payments by the customer increased. There 8.re 
therefore likely to be complaints of unfair treatment from 
both shopkeepers and purchasers. However there seems little 
that we can do to help. 

18. Barristers The tax point for barristers (and advocates 
in Scotland), is, as Treasury Ministers will knOi"i, the earliest 
of the follov.ring times: 

a. when the fee is received; 

b. '''lhen a tax invoice is issued; 

c. when the barrister ceases to practise. 

Solicitors are frequently late in paying fees, and barristers, 
who cannot sue for payment, do not normally issue tax ~VOiC85 
before they receive the fees. This may mean that they will 
have to account for tax at the increased rate in respect of 
briefs undertaken while the standard rate still stood at ~~. 
If they seek to avoid this by issuing tax invoices befo-:c'e the 
increase they may then have to account for tax on fees they 
have not yet received and which may subsequently be reduced 
in negotiation. We see no way of resolving this dilemma as 
the law stands, but the difficulties might possibly be 
alleviated by an amendment OIl the lines envisaged in paragraphs 
13-14 above. 

Conclusion 

19. A big increase in the rate of VAT which seems unlikely 
to be reversed will highlight a number of anomalies which might 
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have attracted little attention if the pattenl had been, as 
earlier expected, one of small changes both up and down. 
Apart from the special problem of telephone bills, there is 
some flexibility in the rules which could enable taxpayers -
if they were aI.;are of the possibilities - to minimise the 
adverse effects, for example by making an advance payment 
or obtainiIlg an invoice before the rate goes up. Hm'lever, 
there will remain a lot of cases where traders and/or consumers 
will feel that they have been treated inequitably. 

20. As indicated above, legislation to deal with the problem 
of telephone bills should be fairly simple. We should be 
grateful for your authority to instruct Parliamentary Counsel 
accordingly_ 

21. For the rest, any changes to the law needed to deal with 
the problems outlined in paragraphs -12··18 above would prima 
facie be technically complicated; and we should like authority 
to approach Parliamentary Counsel to consider how this might 
best be achieved before making firm recommendations to Ministers. 
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Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Chief Secretary 
Financial Secreta17 
Hinister of State (Lords) 
l'!r Ridley 
rlr . ~C:2r. pper 
Mr t;?vell 

AREAS MOST SUBJECT TO PRESSURE FOR RELIEF FROM VAT 

You asked for an outline of the main areas of pressure to relieve 
particular goods or services from VAT. I attach a note which 
outlines the main arguments on some of the more contentious issues,. 
and mentions mOT.'e b.riefly a few matters of ritual protest or more 
1 imi ted c onc ern. .. 

2. \-Jhile any increase in'the standard. rate must clearly fan 
the flames of complaints by individual pressure groups, I would 
call you~ attention particularly to certain areas of more 
widespread public concern:-

a. convenience goods; 

b.. building repairs and maintenance; 

c. the theatre; and 

d. charities and churches. 

The proposed rise in the standard. rate to 15% could well give 
rise to disproportionate representations for relief in these areas. 
In some cases pressure could be for the institution of a new 
reduced rate of tax as a neXt-best option to the preferred zero
rating. 
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3~ The main general arguments against granting further VAT 
reliefs are:-

a. VAT was designed as a broad-based tax and reliefs 
should be limited to those which can be justified 
on the most stringent social or economic grounds. 

bG Any reliefs pose difficulties of definition and 
interpretation with consequent "Nabarro-type" 
anomalies, and most give rise to risks of 
repercussions in allied or equally "deserving" 
areas. 

c. Cost: any other than. the most marginal change must 
be measured critically against the cost to the 
Exchequer at a time when the Chancellor is looking 
for more revenue from indirect taxation. 

d. EEC constraints: the EEC Sixth Directive on VAT, 
which provides the framework for harmonisation of 
VAT coverage within the Community, limits our ' 
scope for movement on zero-rating. In practice 
we are allowed to retain our existing zero rate~ 
for the foreseeable future, but may not extend 
them except by way of marginal adjustments • 

• G. 4. The attached note gives the best possible estimate of the 
cost of zero-rating in each case (representing full-year 1979-80 
cost with a unified rate of 15%) and of the RPI effect. 

31 May 1979 AJZ 
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ANNEX 

AREAS MOST SUBJECT TO PRESSURE FOR RELIEF FROM VAT 

1. Convenience foods - cost £40Om, RPI 0.4% 

Most foods are currently zero-ra.ted, but chocolates and sweets, 
ice cream, soft drinks, crisps and similar snack foods have been 
standard-rated since 1 April 1974. This category of foods had 
been subject to purchase tax, and the first intention of the 
Conservative Government when introducing VAT (in the Finance Act 
1972) was to continue to tax them. At the last moment they 
were relieved from VAT by Mr Barber in his 1973 Budget, only to 
be brought into the tax by Mr Healey in 1974. They are regarded 
as "less essential" foods, although their nutritional value is 
not denied. ,- The food industries' lobby is well organised and 
very vocal, and sees the discrimination as anomalous. There is 
no doubt that the distinction would be in.c~reasingly difficult to 
justify the higher the standard rate were to rise above 8% or 
10%. Zero-rating for the category as a i'lhole would remove 
awkward administrative borderlines and would make a 0.4% reduction 
in the RPI and 1.9% in the Food Index (even more with an increase 
in the standard rate); but, as will be seen, the cost would be 
very great - and any attempt to cut this down by relieving some 
"convenience foods" but not others would be bound to create fresh, 
and very difficult, borderline problems. 

2. Building repairs and maintenance - cost up to £30Om, RPI 0.3% 

New construction was zero-rated on social grounds, and building 
alteration work by analogy; repairs and maintenance, on the 
other hand, were considered a less deservillg social priority, 
particularly in view of the difficulties of distinguishing 
essential repairs from more discretionary work such as redecoration. 
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Pressure for relief is constant from within the industry and from 
householders and others facing large repair bills, and falls into 
one or more of the follm-ling categories: 

a. relief for special types of building (historic 
houses, churches, etc); 

b. relief for the more expensive repair jobs 
(underpinning, reinstatement after fire damage, 
rewiring etc); and 

c. relief for work fitting in with current Government 
policies elsewher~ (eg rehabilitation of older 
housing stock). 

The potential cost of £30Om is split roughly 50-50 between VAT on 
contractors' work and that on purchases of materials for similar 
DIY work, which we see as a most likely repercussion. Cost is 
the main argument we use against representations for relief, 
together with the point that it would be difficult to extend 
relief selectively to particular types of work or to particular 
classes of building without the risk of repercussions elsewhere. 
More generally, grant aid is available for repair and allied work 
(eg local authority improvement and repair grants, HBC grants for 
historic houses, the recently-introd.uced scheme for historic 
churches in use) and selective schemes of this nature can more 
accurately direct available resources to where they are most 
needed than a blunt instrument like VAT. 

Constr-..lction and repairs is a contentious G..D.d administratively 
difficult area of the tax, and for the past two years we have been 
carrying out a review of our policy and holding discussions with 
t~e industry. We are unlikely to be able to draw conclusions 
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from this review for some months yet, but because of the cost 
of overall relief for repairs ~nd the repercussive effects of 
more limited concessions, further zero-rating is unlikely to 
figure in any recommendations we may make. 

3. Bloodstock (cost guesstimate £~ for racehorse sales, 
and £4.m for training services) 

From the beginning of VAT UK bloodstock interests have campaigned 
for relief on sales of racehorses. We do not consider the owning 
and racing of horses to be a "business" activity for VAT purposes, 
unlike breeding, training and dealing: as a result, tax 
accumulates as horses change hands between traders registered 
for VAT and private owners who are not. Successive Governments 
have resisted pressure for relief on the ground that horseracing 
is a leisure activity, but the grievance of the industry is 
heightened by unfair competition resulting from "incorrect" VAT 
treatment in the main competitor countries, France and Ireland. 

The EEC Sixth Directive should have equalised treatment between 
the countries, but in fact France has continued her practice of 
taxing bloodstock sales at the (minimal) carcass value, and 
exempts training services as a "liberal profession". Ireland 
exempts sales of racehorses from VAT under a transitional 
derogation, and has contrived to give training services favourable 
treatment under a special scheme for small farmers. 

Our views on these Ilnon-communautairell practices are well known 
in Brussels, and we shall continue to press them: at the 
appropriate juncture we may need to seek Ministers' active 
involvement in representations. We believe that many of the 
bloodstock industries' complaints could be satisfied without 
recourse to zero-rating if international competition could be 
restored to a fair basis. 
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4. Charities and churches - cost unquantifiable 

Comparatively few charities are above the registration 
threshold, since we regard their charitable and welfare 
activities as not being "business" and therefore as outside 
the scope of -the tax. This is iIi line with the EEJ 3xemption 
for welfare and social security services. Charities do, 
however, have to bear tax on their purchases to the extent 
that it cannot be offset against taxable activities, and we 
receive many representations from the organisations themselves 
and from the public that charities (including churches) should 
not have to bear VAT. 

There are already some reliefs of special benefit to charities 
(such as zero-rating of the sale of donated goods eg in Oxfam 
shops, and relief for medical research and treatment equipment 
bought for donation to hospitals with charitable funds), and 
we feel we have probably gone as far as is compatible with the 
broad base of the tax. The Government will, however, come 
under consistent pressure here, notably in the light of the 
recent recommendation by the independent committee chaired by 
Lord Goodman that charities be allowed to reclaim any VAT on 
purchases where this exceeded £25 per year. 

5. Theatre and the arts (cost: theatre £12im, arts unknown) 

There has been persistent pressure since the beginning of VAT 
to zero-rate theatre admissions, to assist the theatre's 
ailing finances and thus encourag~ its role as a major tourist 
attraction etc. The main arguments against relief are that: 

a. there could be repercussive effects on the cinema 
and other arts, and on sports admission charges; 
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b. most relief would go to the most successful 
shows, including the sensational and distasteful; and 

c. assistance can best be given selectively through 
Arts Council grants, which already recognise' the 
VAT liabilities of the subsidised theatre. 

The EEC's Sixth Directive makes no provision to relieve the 
theatre or arts beyond a vague exemption for "certain cultural 
services ll , which \ve cannot implement until there is an agreed 
definition. We understand, however, that the Chancellor of 
the Duchy has been reported in the press to be thinking of 
proposing amendments to the Sixth Directive to ensure more 
favourable treatment for the arts. 

6. Insulating materials (cost modest) 

Insulating materials installed by build.ers during construction 
or alteration work are zero-rated, but DIY sales are taxable. 
We have resisted relief on grounds including the existence of 
a DoE grant scheme for first-time insula'cion and the 
unlikeliness of VAT's having a disincentive effect:- the £5~10 
VAT on DIY materials cannot deter householders from work 
offering annual fuel savings many times this. 

The persistent pressure from within Government (Departments of 
Environment and of Energy) and from outside on this issue 
typifies representations we have in other areas of the tax 
~ . 

where VAT is seen to counteract the push of other Government 
policies (eg house repairs, thermally efficient boilers) but 
where a concession might be of no more vhan presentational 
value. 
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70 EePorts of services (cost varies accoluing to relief granted) 

Zero-rating for exported services currently depends under the 
terms of the EEG's Sixth Directive on the type of service 
involved ruld whether the customer is located in the EEC or 
outside. All exporters would naturally like their exported 
services to be zero-rated in all circumstances, but particular 
pressure points include: 

services of independent sound recording producers 
tuition of overseas students 
warehousing charges 
agents' services to principals 
telex-relay services 
Itrunning repairs" to containers 
subscriptions of overseas members 
keep charges for horses imported for breeding 

8. Bad debts (cost: up to £50m) 

Although pressure for an extension of ba& debt relief seems 
recently to have slackened, Mirristers may well face a renewed 
campaign by the accountancy bodies 8nd others dissatisfied with 
the scope of the current scheme. 

In response to continuous complaints and following a consultation . 
exercise a scheme for relief of VAT on bad debts was provided 
with effect from October 1978. To simplify control procedures, 
the scheme was limited to formal insolvencies (bankruptcy 
or creditors' winding-up), but there has been strong pressure 
from the accountancy bodies and others to extend it to any bad 
debt. 

With a formal insolvency it is relatively easy to define bad 
debts and to avoid abuse: on the other hand the main obstacles -
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other than cost - to across-the-board relief for any bad debt 
lie in knowing which debts are genuinely bad (as opposed to 
being delayed payments) and in preventing abuse through 
collusion. Moreover, the current scheme allows us to ignore 
any eventual dividend paid to creditors because in formal 
insolvencies this tends to be small: with a wider scheme we 
should have to build in a mechanism to recover a VAT element on 
dividends and late payments. This would apply equally if the 
present relief were extended only to receiverships and similar 
informal insolvencies, as dividends tend to be higher in such 
cases. 

9. Miscellaneous 

There are other areas, some of them hardy perennials, where 
representations fo~ VAT relief can be expected but can more 
readily be resisr,ed: 

a. Pet foods - pressure would grow if "convenience 
foods lr were relieved, though the two categories 
are not inseparably linked (and the 1972 Finance 
.Ac.~t al\1ays contemplated that pet foods would be 
taxed). Cost £10Om; RPI possibly 0.1%. 

b. DIY housebuilders' and voluntary bodies' building 
schemes - for administrative and control reasons 
these one-off schemes provide relief only for the 
construction of new buildings. There is 
periodic pressure to cover also the extension and 
conversion of new buildings. Cost unquantifiable. 

c. Agricultural rents - some pressure to single these 
out for zero-rating instead of the present 
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exemption for rents in general, to allow the 
tax on repairs and maintenance to be recovered 
by landlords. Cost guesstimate about £5m. 

d. Tourism - relief claimed for tourist and holiday 
accommodation, etc in view of foreign earnings 
potential. Cost high. 

e. Sanitary protection for women - on grounds of 
sexual discrimination. Cost £1Om.; RPl 0.1%. 

f. The Disabled - many essential aids for the 
disabled are currently zero-rated, but 
representations are frequently made about 

i. spares for and repairs to the zero-rated 
appliances - cost guesstimate £1Om.; 

ii. conversion of cars to hand controls 
cost guesstimate ~; 

iii. Motability - this voluntary organisation 
providing cars for the disabled on
favourable leasing terms would find an 
increase in the standard rate critical to 
its viability. We understand that Mooility 
Allowance is shortly to be raised, and this 
may alleviate some of the pressure. 

g. Fringe medicine - osteopaths, acupuncturists etc . 
Cost unquantifiable. 

-- .-----.---.------- --- -------- ----- _.- .. - -_.- -.. -- ---- .---. -----.. ------ ------------------.- ----------_._----
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PS/ ;'l]NISTEH OF STAT'E - Cmf\!o~S cc Principal Private Se cretary 
PS/ Ch ie f Secr e t a ry 
PS/}1i~er of Sta te - Lords 

---~H~,:~ll 
}ir Ridley 
}ir Cropper 

Ps jCtG" 

AREAS MOST SUBJECT TO PRESSURE FOR RELIEF FROM VAT 

The Financial Secretary has seen Mr Phelps' minute of 31 May which 

outlines the areas where the Goverrunent is likely to face criticism 

on this year's Budget package. He has commented that some of these 

will need serious consideration - but that action must clearly wait 

for next year. He feels that it would be dangerous to do more than 

promise to "look at" these pressure points now. 

P G- DJ~~LE: 
Df 

4--/roJ7~ 

P C DIGGLE 
4 ' June 1979 



PS/INLAI'JD REVENUE 

C II/EX TiE!:' NO 

COPY NO i 4- 01i' ;-.2 2. COEn~s 

cc Chief SecretEr;'T 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State (Lords ) 
Minister of State (CO'Imllor: 
Sir Dougl.as ~jass 
Sir La~!rel1ce ~4irey 
Sir Anthony Eawl:i.nson. 
Sir Fred Atkinson 
T'Tr Couzens 
HI' Unwin 
1"1:::, IJi ttler 
Mr Lovell 
r-Tr Corlett~ 
l'1r Mortimer 
Miss 01Mara 
Mr Cropper 
l1r Ridley 

BUDGET PERSONAL TlL{ CHA..l\TGES: IMJ?LE1El~TATION 

1. The Chancellor has considered your minute of 5th June on the 

timetable for implementing the personal tax ch~~ges to be 

introduced in the Budget. 

2. He has observed that your proposals appear to be in line wit':. 

expectations. I think you may take it, therefore, that unless 

other Treasu~r Ministers dissent, these proposals have the 

Chancellor 1s approval. 

~ 
A 1'1 vI BATTISHILL 

6th June 1979 
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cc Chancellor 

Chlef Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Min~·s er of State (L) 
Mr vell---
Mr idley 
Mr Cropper 

AREAS MOST SUBJECT TO PRESSURE FOR RELIEF FROM VAT 

The Minister of State was grateful for Mr Phelp's minute of 

31 May outlining those areas which may be most subject to pressure 

for relief from VAT. He has also seen the comments of the 

Chief Secretary and the Financial Secretary recorded in their 

respective Private Secretary's minutes of 4 June. 

In the light of these latter minutes, the Minister of State 

feels he should make clear that he is not concerned with 

conceeding any relief in the areas outlined in Mr Phelp's 

minute but with considering how best the inevitable pressures 

for relief can best be met. Thus, on the question of charities 

for example, he has already asked (my minute of 4 June) for 

comments on the Goodman Report with a view to considering 

what position the Government should take up if pressed to 

implement the recommendation to exempt charities from VAT. 

Having read Mr Phelp's minute the Minister of .State has also 

asked whether it might be possible to fend off pressure from the 

Bloodstock Lobby by means of a publicised d~marche to the 

EEC Commission about French and Irish practices in this field. 

I should be grateful for a note on this possibility. 

R J B!DBENT 
"June 1979 
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Board Room 

H M Customs and Excise 
Kir:g's Beam House 
Mark Lane London EC3n 7HE 

PRT{ ATE S.n:::RE~ARY TO THE MINISTER OF STA'I'E (C) 

VAT - TAX POINT PROBLEMS 

cc Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Chief Secreta:;:-y 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of Stat2 (L) 
!'Ir Ridley 
I-lr~ Cop er 
111~ ov 11 

11r e Waal - Parly Counsel 

1. In the last paragraph of your minute of 30 May you asked 
whether tax point problems had generated much debate in earlier 
Finance Bills when the rate of VAT was changed. 

2. The only Parliamentary debate in which this issue arose 
followed the application of the higher (25%) rate of VAT to 
television rentals, under the April 1975 Budget proposalsL The 
increased rate took effect from 1 May, 1975 and under the tax 
point rules all television rental pa;yments made on and after ·;;:t~a.t 

date attracted the 25% rate irrespective of the date of coutr'act. 

3. The propriety of applying the increased rate to pre-existing 
contracts was the subject of fairly lengthy debates at COJllnittee 
and Standing Committee Stages of the ensuing Finance Bill (OR 
15 May 1975 Vol 892 Col 824/845; OR 19 June 1975 Standing Committe 
H Col 274/317). It was argued that this had "retrospective" 
implications, and also that it discriminated against hirers as 
compared with those who had been able to purchase television sets 
outright at the old rate of VAT. The subject was raised again 
at Report Stage ivhen a successful Conservative amendment had the 
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effect that from 1 Augu.st 1975 the Standard (8%) rate was 
restored for TV rentals, payable under contracts entered into 

before Budget Day 16 April 1975 (OR 17 July, 1975 Vol 895 
Col 1741 and 1793/1822). It should be emphasised that the 
effect of the amendment viaS to apply the stan.dard rate, rather 
than the higher rate, to payments under these contracts. It 
did not purport to freeze the rate at 8% indefinitely. 

4. On the substance of the matter the Minister of State has 
seen the first drafts produced by Parliamentary Counsel. vJe 
are now discussing with him a few minor amendments to deal with 
points which have arisen. 

6 June 1979 A J PHELPS 
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Principal Private Secretar~ S1tS/C ' ef Secretary 
I1r. vell -

i ' dley 
l'1r Cropper 
PS/Customs and Excise 

AREAS MOST SUBJECT TO PRESSURE FOR RELIEF FROM VAT 

The Minister of State (Lords) has seen l'1rs Diggle ' s minute of 
4 June and commented as follows: 

"Perhaps I might also make the point that in the end the 
Purchase Tax was destroyed inter alia by erosion of the 
base. We must try very hard not to let this happen with 
the VAT. 

On a minor point I am sceptical about the claimed nutritional 
value of sweets : I understood they contributed to dental 
decay and obesity. " 

N R STUTELY . 

Assistant Private Secretary 

6 June 1979 
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MR PHELPS - CUSTOMS & EXCISE 

VAT: TAX POINT PROBLEMS 

cc Chancellor 
Chie~ Secretary~ " 
Financial Se~etary 
Mini~ter of State (L) 
Mr Ridley 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Lov;e11--

Mr7"waa1 - par~~::~~~ary 
'-' 

The Minister of State was grateful for the information contained 

in your minute of 6 June about interest in this subject generated 

in Parliamentary Debates. 

R J BROADBENT 
7 June, 1979 
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PS/MINISTER OF STATE - COMMONS cc Principal Private Secretary 
PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Minister of State - Lords 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Sir Lawrence Airey 
Mr Lit er 

--_~~lr 0 ell 
Mr dley 
Mr Griffiths 
Mr Todd 
Mr Cropper 
Miss O'Mara 
Mr P G Davies 
PS/Customs and Excise 
PS/Inland Revenue 

BUDGET PRESENTATION: CUSTOMS' AND REVENUE PRESS NOTICES 

The Financial Secretary has reflected on the Customs' minute of 

6 June and has seen your note of 7 June. 

He has decided that the strictly factual information for which he 

had asked concerning VAT and the tax on petrol should be published 

as part of the Treasury press notice. 

He believes that, in future, the Customs and Excise should be 

prepared to co-operate on the preparation of Treasury Budget press 

notices on the same basis as, he understands, the Inland Revenue 

has always done; and is surprised to discern the marked difference 

of approach that at present exists between the b"o Revenue departments 

in this respect. 

P C DIGGLE 
8 June 1979 
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HINISTER OF STATE (CmmONS) i 
Inter.nal. cOPi'e'~ 

cc Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Chief Secretary 

~pc< . 
JlTr.\.0Phelps 
So l:i"c i.t 0 r 
Mr E'~"dman 
~~edde~_F'i sh ;:rr: ~loward ... ~ - er 
r Phillips 

Financial Secretary 
Minister of State (Lords) 
I'<lr Ridl. ey/ 
Mr Cropper 
lVIr ~ell y" 1\ P. c .. S. 

J4JUN1t19 
BUIX}ET DEBATE - TAX POINT PROBLEMS 

In my minute of 7 June I suggested "t he helpful for a 

Treasury Minister to make a statement during the course of the 
Budget Debate about the apportionment provisions to be included in 
the Finance Bill and Resolutions. If, as I understand is likely, 
you will be winding up on .one of the days, that vlOuld afford a 
convenient opportunity. 

2 We suggest it would be helpful if you were able to work in a 
passage (p~rhaps in response to a pre-arranged question by a 
Government supporter) on the following lines:-

"The Government was concerned that a big increase in VAT on 
this occasion might cause special problems for certain 
transactions where the legal tax point, 1.>lhich determines the 
rate of tax applicable, falls on or after 18 June but the 
supplies to which it relatesi.'rere in fact made wholly or in 
part before that date. For this reason my Rt Hon friend has 
proposed the special transitional provisions which the House 
has approved in the Budget Resolution. 

These fall into two parts. The first, in sub-clause (3) 

of the VAT Resolution, is concerned with the particular 
problem of telephone bills, which has recently been aggravated 

/by industrial 

BtJIX}ET SECRET 
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by industrial action affecting the Post Office computer. 
If nothing \'fere done, all of the 12 million residential 
subscribers would be liable to pay tax at 15% on calls made 
before 18 June, in some cases going back as far as February. 
It would not in this instance be practicable to avoid the 
difficulty by apportioning the tax as between calls made before 
and after 18 June, since this would require reprogramming of 
the computer which would take several months. The new clause 
therefore provides that the 15% rate will not apply to bills 
issued before November. 

The more general provisions, contained in sub-clauses(4) and 
(5), will allow traders, at their option, to account for tax 
at the old 8% or 12~% rates, as appropriate, on supplies made 
before 18 June, but for which the tax point occurs later. We 
naturally hope that traders will take advantage of this provis ~ 

whenever possible, but we concluded we could not reasonably 
reauire them to do so; in some instances they may find it 
impracticable to adjust their accounting system for the purpose 
We must ther~fore leave it to them to settle with their 
customers exactly how far they can go, consistently with the lL 
as it now stands, in each case. 

The detailed application of the prOVisions may be a little 
complicated in some cases and Customs and Excise have 

accordingly prepared a leaflet explaining the arrangements whic 
is available on application at Local VAT Offices. Traders whc 
are likely to be affected should make a point of obtaining a 
copy.1I 

3 I attach a fuller note which draws on more detailed material 
intended for briefing officials. Although this is rather lengthy 
you may find it helpful in preparing for other questions \lhich might 
arise. 

BlJD~ET SECRET 
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BUDGET DEBATE - TAX POINT PR.OBLEMS 

It would be helpful if the Minister could include a reference to 

these problems, and to the effect of the provisions included in the 
Budget flesolution, in his vlinding up speech in the Budget Debate. 
The objective is to ensure that traders understand the provisions ar 
take advantage of them so far as possible, and to get across the 
message that while the GovernL1ent has taken what steps it could to 
mitigate the difficulties, it must be left to traders and their 
customers to settle between them whether they exercise the option 'L ~ 

appor t i on tax . 

2 The provisions included in the Resolution are:-

"(3) Sub-paragraph (l)(b) above does not affect the rate 
of tax on any supply of telephone services provided by the 
Post Office or the District Council of Kingston upon Hull 
by means of their public switched telephone exchange systems, 
being services in respect of which the Post Office or the Counc 
issue a tax invoice which includes a rental charge for a renta2-
quarter begir~ling before 1 November 1979. 

In this sub-paragraph "tax invoice li has the same meaning as in 
section 7 of the said Act of 1972. 

(4) Where a supply in fact made wholly or partly before the 
said 18 June, or a supply with, apart from the other provision~ 
of the said sec~ion 7, would be treated as so made by sub-sect: 
(2) or (3) oJ that section, is treated under those other 
provisions as made on or after that date, the person making thE 
supply may account for and pay tax on the supply or, as the caE 
may be, on the relevant part of it as if the rate of tax had nc 
been increased by paragraph (l)(b) above. 

(5) vfuere a person avails himself of sub-paragraph (4) above 
in relation to a supply in respect of which he is required by 
regulations to issue a tax invoice, any provision of the 
regulations requiring the amount of tax chargeable or the rate 
of tax to be stated in the invoice shall be construed as referr 
to the amount and rate that apply by virtue of that sub
paragraph." 

3 Because the Minister will be winding up, his speech will in the 
main have to take the form of a response to speeches by Members. T 
ensure that he has a reasonable opportunity to get his points across 
it might be helpful to arrange for Government supporters to raise th 
matter first. Possible questions which might be asked include:-

-1-
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i) 'While the provisions included in the R.esolution are 
clearly designed to ensure fair treatment for taxpayers, 
and hence are to be welcomed, can the Minister explain 
in more detail the difficulties they are intended to meet 

ii) 'Why have provisions of this sort not been thought 
necessary before? 

iii) 'Why are they only temporary? 

iv) \ihy is there separate provision for telephone bills? 

v) 

vi) 

vii) 

viii) 

Are not telephone subscribers being given an undue 
advantage compared with other consumers? 

How '''ill the provisions work in other cases? 

How can consumers be sure that traders will take advantag' 
of the new provisions for apportionment? Would it not 
have been better to make them mandatory rather than 
optional'? 

If traders decline to apportion bills can consumers help 
themselves, eg by paying in advance before 18 June? 

Do the provisions apply to retailers operating special 
retail schemes? 

ix) What vTill be the effect on television rentals? 

Obviously there will not be time to deal with many of these 
questions in any depth, but the following paragraphs suggest materiE 
which the Minister could draw on as necessary. The most important 
question to be answered is vi). 

Reasons for the provisions. 

4 The rate of tax to be charged on any transaction is that in 
force at the "tax pointll (which also determines the accounting 
period in which tax must be accounted for). This is normally the 

-2-
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time ,,-,hen goods are delivered or services performed, but where 
payment is made on an invoice issued subsequently the tax point 
may be the date of the invoice or the date of payment (whichever 
comes first). LThe statutory provisions, which are complicated , 
are contained in section 7 of the Finance Act 1972 as amended and 
in the Value Added Tax (General) Regulations 1977, Part Iv~7 
If the tax point for supplies in fact made wholly or in part befor 
18 June falls on or after that date tax would, under the normal 
rules, be chargeable at 15%. The new provisions make special 
arrangements for telephone bills and will allow other traders, if 
they wish, to account for and pay tax at the old rate on the 
r elevant part of the supply . 

Why have provisions not been made before now? 

5 It was generally expected in the early days that the rate 
would be adjusted both up and down by small amounts, so that 
consumers would gain on the swings what they lost on the roundabou 
In these circumstances the extra accounting work for traders would 
not have been worth while. 

Why only temporary? 

6 The Government have no immediate plans for a further increase 
in VAT, and we thought it right to see how the arrangemen~s work 
out on this occasion before proposing any permanent provisions. 

Telephone bills? 

7 There are 15 million telephone subscribers (12 million 
residential) . It would not be feasible, without lengthy 
preparation, to programme the computer to apportion the tax; 
moreover Post Office billing is in arrears as a re&"'),lt of indu..::.tria 

action. In this special case the only way of avoiding unfairness 
to subscribers is to defer the application of the increase so that 
the whole period covered by the bill s will fall after 18 June. 
LNovember rather than October has been selected so as to avoid 
interfering with the Post Office plans for catching up on the 

arrears~7 

Other cases 

8 The following examples illustrate the effect of the general 

provisions:-
-3-
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i) If a tax invoice which creates a tax point is issued 
on or after 18 June for a repair to a washing machine 
which was in fact carried out before that date, tax 
may be accounted f0r at the old rate of 12t% on that 
repair. 

ii) If a garage issues a monthly tax invoice at the end 
of June which creates a tax point for supplies made 
during that month, VAT on any items on the invoice 
(petrol, repairs) in fact supplied before 18 June may 
be accounted for at the old rate. 

iii) If a supply of construction work takes place partly 
before and partly on or after 18 June the supplier 
may apportion the tax he accounts for between the 8% 
and the 15% rate on an appropriate basis eg related 
to measurable work. 

i v) Where supplies are continuo'-.lc· eg contract cleaning 
and payment is made periodically, tax for the period 
including 18 June may be apportioned on a time basis 
or by some other appropriate means. 

Guidance on these arrangements is given in a leaflet (copy 

annexed) available from Local VNi.' Offices, and traders who may 
be affected should obtain a copy. 

How can consumers be sure traders will take advantage of the 
provision'? 

9 The new provision has been drafted to give traders' the 
option of apportioning the tax in the way described. It would 
not have been practicable to require them to do so. The tax 
point ~rrangements have been designed to fit in with normal 
business practice and some traders may find it impracticable to 
alter their normal accounting systems to take advantage of the 
new provision. We naturally hope that they will do so whenever 
possible but this must be left for traders and their customers 
to settle between them. If people have entered into 
transactions which they have not yet paid for and fear they may 
have to pay more VAT, they should take the matter up with their 

supplier. 
-4-
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Payment in advance 

10 It is true that if a payment is made before 18 June it \,lill 
only attract tax at the old rate. It may of course cause 
difficulty in some cases for suppliers if customers pay in advanc ( 
before receiving bills so that it would be better to take 
advantage of the new apportionment provisions whenever possible. 
[Consumers may be able to avoid tax by paying in advance for 
supplies they will not receive until after 18 June. It would 
seem undesirable for Ministers to publicise this so we suggest 
the above answer be given only if specifi~ally asked~7 

Retail schemes 

11 The apportionment arrangements described will not of course 
apply to the majority of goods bought in shops, which are paid 
for at the time. For credit sales under the special retail 
schemes retailers will be able to apportion tax if they use the 
optional definition of gross takings (under which the record of 
gross takings includes at the time of supply the total amount, 

including VAT, payable by customers for taxable goods or services 
for which they have not actually paid at that time.) Retailers 
using the standard definition, under which gross takings include 
payments received (but not sums owing but not yet received) will 
not be able to apportion. These schemes have been des~gned to 
simplify retailers' accounting arrangements by avoiding the need 

to link individual transactions with payments received and they 
could not readily be adapted to provide for apportionment. The 
effect may be that some retailers will have to account for tax 
at 15% when they have only charged their customers 8% or 12-~%. 
This is unfortunate but it is hard to see what could have been 
done to avoid it. In practice only a small proportion of a 
retailer's sales is likely to be affected in this way (many 
retailers who supply a lot of goods on credit are likely to use 
the optional definition of gross takings), and retail~rs will gaiT 
an offsetting benefit to their cash flO\'1 as a result of the 
increase in the rate. 

Television rentals 

12 TV rental payments made on or after 18 June will attract tax 
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at 15% . Apportionment will not normally apply because the rentals 
are payable in advance . However if payments macie on or after 
18 June are late, part of the period covered may fall before 
18 June, and in that case the rental company may account for tax 
on that part at the old rate . 

Customs and Excise 

8 June 1979 

-6-
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~eaflet No 716/1/79 EXCISE 

THIS LEAfLET l\lODlrIES THE RULES IN NOTICE No 716 
(VAT: CHA:--:GES IN THE TAX RATES) 

VAT: INTRODUCTlO0i OF 1S~;'; RATE: MODIFIC\TIO:,\ OF 
THE CHANGE OF RATE RULES 

I '. 
1. General. When a rate of VAT is changed the normal rule is that the rate of 

;tax to be charged is that in force at the tax point (Notice No 716 (VAT: Changes 
in the tax rates, April 1976), paragraph 7 (a)). HOII~ver, in the Budget proposals 
introduced on 12 June 1979 this rule has been modified to cnab!~ traders, if they 

. wish, to account for tax at the old S ~ .~ or 121 ~I., rates, as appn)pri,1te, on supplies 
made be/ore IR June 1979 but for which the tax point \Iould occur later. General 

:.guidance on the elTecLa~1d application of this moJification is given below. 

·2. Single suppJies--iJ1\'Oices for sir!glc items. Where a supply of goods has been 
madc or pcrfor';".lllCC of a service has been COl1ll'icted before 18 June 1979, the supp;rer 
may account for V ,\ T at the old rate, even though the legal tax point lIould occur 
on or after' that date. For example, if a tax invoice \',hich creates a legal tax point 
is issued on or .!fter 18 June for a fCjxlir to a \\ashillg machine \\hich was in fact 
carrie(: out before that date, tax may be accounted [\.)r at the old rate on that repair. 

I 
I 

'3. Single Slip plics- invoices fol' serernl items kg Illcnthly inroiers). Where several 
' items arc included on an invoice i:;slieci on or after 18 June 1979, the supplier may 
·,account for tax at the olll rate on any of the items II hich were in fact ~llpplicd before 
·· 18 June, even thou::;h the legal tax point would OCCll( on or after that date. For 
'example, if a garage issues a monthly tax invoice at the end of June \Ihich creates 
'a/tax ;·)oint for ·supplies made during that month, \';\ T on any items on the invoice 
(petrol, repairs) in fact supplied before 18 June m~y be account::d for at the old rate(s). 
VAT on items .supplied on or after 18 June m~lSl bc accounted for at th..: new rate. 

I 

;.4: ... SiI ,gle supplies of sen·iees taJdilg place oyer a. period. If a single supply of 'a 
'service takes place partly before ~ and partly on or after 18 June (cg conveyancing. 
,construction \\ork) the supplier may account for tax at the old rate on that part of 
.the supply which was carried out before 18 June and at the new rate on the part 

I that is carried Ollt on or after that date. Apportionment in such cases should be 
.' on the basis of measurable work or in accordance with the supplier's normal costing 
or pricing arrangements • 

" 

, . 
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5. Continuolls supplies. Where services are supplied for a period for a cOllsideratio~ 
which is determined or payable perioJica liy, and a tax illYOice is issued or a payment 
is made on or arter 18 June ror a payment period which commenced hefore that date, 
it may be practicable rClr the supplier to ;" 'f, ':-nt!Cln on the ['asis described in para~raph 4. 
In some cases, a5 for c:,ample where SL. ,:h services arc charged for at a flat rate (per 
day, per \\cck, etc.) payable in arrear, it may be approl'riatl: to apportion on a time 
basis. But other mcthods may be Lhed if they will produce a more accurate 
apportionment. .. ' 
6. Other supplies with special tax paint arrangements. The same ~nrihci pies also' 
~apply to other supplies \\])o,c tax point:, arc governed by the VAT «( elK 'al) Regula'-' 
tions 1977 (eg retention payments) and to sllppli.::s for \\'hich the tax p'Jint has been 
prcscribed in special directions issued loy the Commis,ioners of Customs and Excise. 
Suppliers may account for Y i\ Tat tht: old rate on all or that part of any supply Ivhich 
was in fact clfected bcfvre 18 June 1979. 

·7. Traders lIsing rct~il schemes. These arrangements apply also to credit sales 
under spec!<ll retail scheme'; u~ed in l:onjeilKlion with the optiollal definition of gros'" 
takings. However, they do IlOf apply oth.::nl'ise to traders using the special retail 
schemes. 

8, Tax iOloiees and payments in :!dlallcc of the basic tax point. If a supplier issues
a tax invoice or receives a payment before 18 JUlle 1979 for supplies which take place 
on or after that date the Ilormal rules II ill "pply: VAT will be chargeable at the old 
rate to thc extt:nt of the amount invoiced or paid before 18 Junc. 

9. EtTect of section 33 (2) of the f[n~;llcc ,\ct 1972. Traders are reminded that 
section 33 (:2) of the Fillance Act 1972 prO\id0s that where an invoice shows a supply
of goods or services as takill~ place \1 ith tax chargeable on it, the amount shown' 
on or included in the invoice as tax is recO\crabk from the person issuing the invoice. 

~ ..... 
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PS/Ilinistel' of State (Co:1Bons) 

BUDGET DEB.ATE SPEECH 

Board Room 
H !'/i C,;stoms Clnd Excise 
Kin\TS Beam House 
Mork L,,;'le London EC3R 7H 

cc Princinal Pri'late Secreta
PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/I-lin· -er of State (L) 
IJT L el~ 

I attach speaking notes for the llinister of State's use in 

the Budcet debate on the follovling topics: 

i) VAT interest pa)ilients; 

ii) an alternative pacl:age (12-}% VAT plus action 

on tooacco and alcoholic drinks); 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

VAT forestalling; 

petrol, and 

casino gaming. 

I am copying the notes to other Treasury Hinisters sa that 

they can dravm on tl:em also if necessary .. 

12 June 1979 R H l'ID .. !BY 

Private Secret&ry 



VAT INTEREST PAYI"IEnTB 

Over recent \.'!eeks considerable concern h~s been expressed 

about the disyu.ption of VAT repayments ""'hich resulted from 

the Civil Service industrial action B-Tld the suggestion has 

been made that the increased fina.J:lcial burden v:hich tllj s placed 

on many traders should be mitigated, at least in part, by the 

payment of interest on the delayed repa;ynents. 

On the question of repa;;,rments the position is that, apart 

from a small percentage uhich have been found to need special 

scrutiny, all the 400,000 repaynent claims which accumulated 

during the industrial action have nOVI been dealt Hi th by 

Customs and ~{cise. 

As for interest, Customs and Excise have not made any such 

payments because they do not have any legal pO'l,'lerS to do so. 

Nor do they have povJer to charge interest v:hen traders are 

late i'Ii th their pa;yments of tax. This is not the first ti:o.e 

that interest payment s have been p~coposed., but so far it has 

alvrays been decided that the cost and administrative complications 

involved Hould be unacceptably gre&t. 

In the face of our determination to simplify the tax system and 

reduce the bureaucracy, these argw;;e~1..ts have much force. Never

theless I have asked the Co~~issioners of Customs and Excise to 

have a further look at this area to see Vlhether there is an:rthing 

which should be done. 



\'.1fY NOT LESS OlY VAT/I'TORE mT EXCIfE DUTIES 

I turn nOvi to a /particular? criticism l'Thich has been made 

of my r.h.f's Budget . This is that the VAT rates shm)ld have 

been unified at 12~% rather than 15% ruld that further revenue 

could then have been raised by increasing the excise duties on 

tobacco and on alcoholic drinks. 

/Some critics have argued that such a course vTould have had 

beneficial effects on health through discouraging excessive 

consuJ:lption of cigarettes and alcoholic drinlcs, vlhich is 

socially harmful. 

This is not the time and place to enter into a debate on the 

social aspects. Questions as to the role of taxation for social 

purposes raise complex issues. I have listened vIi th interest 

to the points made b;;r hon IIc:cJ.ber(s) and 'de shall be taking then 

into account in forming our vieHs over the coming m.onths. 

But? let ne anSVTer this criticism by refere:c.ce to my r.h.f's 

revenue requirenent. The simple a..D.SVler is that a 12~% rate 

of VAT plus revalorisation increases in the tobacco and dri~~s 

duties would not have given him enough revenue. I vlill 

illustrate. 15% VAT ,'rill bring in additional :r.:'evenue of a little 

over £2 billion in the fina..'1cial year and nearly £4.2 billion in 

a full year. If VIe had unified VAT. 8.t 12~-5j a...D.d also raised the 

specific duties on tobacco a...'1d drinks by 20% E that is, to have 

restored them, I:lore or less, to theJ_r values of tHO years ago -_7, 
the yield Hould have been about £.1,800 million in 1979/80 and 

about £3,11-00 million in a full year.. That is to say, \'Te '1TOuld 

have been as much as £800 m.illion short of the revenue target 

in a full year . This "lould have had consideI'able implications 

for my r.h.f's freedom of action in future years 'i;Then he hopes to 

propos8 further reductions in direct taxation 1Vhich \'Te believe 

. v,ill provide a further StiIllUlus on the road to econonic recovery. 



I'1oreover, in the mea..Yltir:le, the 20% incres.s8s in the excise 

duties on top of the VAT increase vIOuld have put up the pri8e 

of a tYJ)ic8.1 packet of 20 cigarettes by about 'lOp, a pint of 

beer by over 3p a.nd a bottle of whisky by about 90p.. In 

some quarters this might be regarded 8.S a good thing. B'..1t I 

think it \-,rill be generall;:r realised that such price increases 

coming all at once v!Quld not only have iTIposed a he8."I:j"y burden 

II 

on the cOl1suTIer, not least the moderate drinker: they vlOuld have 

had considerable i.mplications for industry and for em.plo~TTIlent. 

And, v!hile falling a long vray short of the revenue requirement, 

such a package would have raised the BPI by about 3-i;- per cent -

that is, only a little less than the 15% VAT I'Thich is so TJ.uch 

more revenue productive in a full year. 



, 

.' " 
VAT FORBSTALLING 

There have already, been suggestions that the delay to 

next Monday in introducing the new 15% VAT rate will lead 

to substantial forestalling. However, I do not believe 

it would have b~en right to have made the change earlier. 

The 1* million VAT registered traders, and especially the 

300,000 or so retailers, have a lot of work to carry out 

when a change is made in the VAT rate. It would impose a 

very onerous burden to suggest that the repricing of stock, 

and in some cases a complete stocktake, could be undertaken 

in a shorter period or, most- importantly, without the clear 

week-end we have provided. We all know from the press that 

a considerable amount of forestalling took place before my 

r.h.f's Budget. I am afraid that some degree of further 

forestalling is the inevitable price we have to pay if we 

are to give traders a proper opportunity to make their 

necessary arrangements. 

BUDGET SECRET 



PETROL 

It has been suggested that an increase in the duty on 

petrol at a time when prices are already rising shar:91y 

v.rill bear very hardly 011 those for vrhom a car is all essential 

means of transport. However, priority must be given this 

year to energy conservation and to the revenue. As my r.h.f 

pointed out in hi.s Budget Statement, VAT is alreacl;y ch8Tsed 

on petrol at 12i-%, and the 15% r8.te on its ovm Vlould therefore 

have represented only a very small price increase for a...'1 item 

where a reduction in conSl.un.ption i.s essential. The effect of 

the combined 10p a gallon price rise resulting from the. duty 

and the VAT increases vIill be to encouraEj8 further restraint in 

c ons1Lr:1pti on , amo11g reGUlar users as Ivell as the week-end 

motorist. The Budget changes are necessary and are an earnest 

of our deternination in this matter" 

jJ.f pressed on rural I:lOtorist s: Fi[';Ures fron the National 

Travel survey suggest that the rural r:lOtorist does only 

about 10% more r:lileage in a year than his urb8.n counterpart. 

On the other ha.'TJ.d, because of less congested road conditions, 

the rural motorist is lil:ely in retnrn to obtain a rather highe~e 

mileage to the gallon. I believe most motorists now recognise 

the need for :c'estraint at"'1.d 1;lill respond respoYlsibly .. !.7 

jJ.f pressed on derv: Ue recongise that the increase in the 

duty on derv will be passed through into road freight transport 

costs. HOI'lever, it vlill represent no more tha.'1. a 1 per cent 

addition to such costs. We believa this is a modest price to 

pay in the interests of energy conservation, '.{'lhich is as essential 

in the road tra.'TJ.sport industry as it is else1;!here..=7 
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BUDGET SECRET 

Another suggestion which was f~rst made by the r.h.m. 

for Leeds East sugg€~4YOO in the debate on the Queen's 

Speech on 22 May is that my r.h.fo should have raised 

more revenue fro~ the gambling duties, particularly 

the gaming licence duty on casinos. The recent Royal 

Commission on Gambling headed by Lord Rothschild recommended 

tha t the duty on casinos should be increased six-· or eight-

fold - but, I should emphasise, as part of a complex package 

for reform of the casino gaming laws, extending beyond taxation 

We will certainly be undertaking a careful review of the duty, 

and as a first step discussions are already taking place 

between Customs and Excise officials and representatives of 

the casino industry. 

I don't, of course, know what view the ~c.h. g. took of the 

potential of the gaming licence duty when he was in office. 

However, perhaps I should remind him that the present full 

year yield of the duty is £5 million. There may well be a 

case for a substantial increase - and, as I have said, we 

'-shall examine this carefully before Yl~xt year's Budget. 

But I should be misleading the House if I were tG pretend 

that it could offer any significant contribution to the 

cure for the nation's economic ills. 
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MINISTER OF STATE'S SPEECH IN BUDGET DEBATE 

There are ~hree ways of measuring the incidence or impact 
of VAT on households at different income level~. 

First of all one can simply express VAT paid as a proportio~ 
of gross income. If this is done, VAT will have a regressiv 
profile through the earnings or income distribution. This 
is what one might expect intuitively since the household 

. t· ~ i i sav1ngs ra 10 ~Be~e. as ncomes r see 

However, it makes more sense to express VAT paid in terms 
of family disposable income. Under a progressive income 
tax system the profile will now tend to be less regressive. 

Suppose now that we choose to express VAT paid as a proport: 
of family expenditure. There are at least two very good 
reasons for preferring such an approach. 

(i) A given percentage increase in VAT affects the 
RPI in the same way as an equivalent rise in 

the general rate of inflation. This price 

. - 1-
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(ii) , 

J 

increase deflates or reduces the overall 
purchasing power of disposable income; 
namely expenditure plus savings. It is 
reasonable to assume that the savings if 
spent would be used to purchase the same 'or 
a similar basket of goods. It is sensible, 
therefore .. to use the proportion ofVAT'p:S 
in expenditure as a basis for comparison. 
S~ce savings rise with income, the use of. 
income as abase introduces a bias towards 
regressivi~. This is because the rising tax 
content which could be imputed to savings is 
ignored. 

In practice,typical family patterns tend to 
be more stable than income. This is because 
on average ; expenditure adj ust s to 'changes 
in income over time. Again, in the typical case 
where disposable income is rising, the use of 
this base will introduce a bias again towards 
regressivity. 

You should bear in mind that ~he issue is controversial 
and you may be challenged. In my minute of 12 June I 

referred to the previous Chancellor's approach, which was 
also based on the expenditure concept. 

13 June 1979 
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Board Room 
H M Customs and Excise 
King's Beam House 
Mark Lane London EC3R 7HE 

. 
PS/MINISTER OF STATE (COMMONS) cc Principal Private Secretary 

PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Minister of State (L) 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Sir Lawrence Airey 
Mr Littler 
Mr Lovell 
Mr Ridl 
Mr Gr' fi ths _ .. 
Mr odd 
Mr Cropper 
Miss O'Mara 
Mr P G Davies 
PS/Inland Revenue 

BUDGET PRESENTATION: CUSTOMS' AND REVENUE PRESS NOTICES 

PS/Financial Secretary copied to us her minute of 8 June to 
you about Budget Press notices. 

There has clearly been a misunderstanding, caused no doubt 
by the speed with which the exchanges last week between the 
offices concerned had to take place. Needless to say, there 
was never any suggestion of our refusing to co-operate with 
the Treasury on this matter; and of course we recognise that 
it is always for Ministers to decide finally what is to be 
published and in what form. Our minute of 6 June was concerned 
with three points, with particular regard to the traditional 
Customs and Excise Budget notices:-

a. The introduction of material of the kind 
suggested would represent a marked departure 
from our practice under all previous Adminis
trations. We did n'ot suggest that this would 
rule it out - we simply wanted to ensure that 
the implications were fully considered. 

b. Our small Press Office is not well-equipped to 
deal with the sort of enqui~ies which seemed 
likely to arise. It is equipped to deal with 
the technical and operational effects of . chanr:es 1:>/~ ./J. 



in our taxes l.e. the traditional content 

of our Press Notices but would not necessarily 

be able to cope with the wi~er questions 
which normally come to the Treasury Press 

Office. 

c. Time was very short if the notices we had 

already prepared were to be significantly 

revised and still be ready for Budget day. 

Against this background we specifically suggested that we 

should co-operate with the Treasury in determing how best 

to put out the sort of material the Financial Secretary 
wanted this year. For the future we suggest that Ministers 

may wish to look at the whole question of Budget pUblicity. 

It goes without fraying that we should be glad to join in such 

.a study. 

\ 
\J 

13 June 1979 R M NEWBY 
Private Secretary 
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_ A-rrAl-HMcNT 
NO'f FOUI\}D, 

ENERGY MATTERS 

I believe that you and Mr . Lovell have seen a note 

on the discussion of energy matters at the Chancellor's 

morni~g meeting of 20th June. 

Mr. Hancock. 

A copy is attached for 

2. It would now be helpful to have your advice, in the 

form of an annotated agenda on the areas such a meeting 

should cover . This will be an internal Treasury meeting, 

comprising both Ministers and officials . 

(M . A. HALL) 
21st June , 1979 

SECRET 
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PS/MINISTER OF STATE (COMMONS) cc 

VAT INCREASES ON BEER AND PETROL 

Board Room 
H M Custom!; and Excise 
King 's Beam House 
Mark Lane London EC3R 7HE 

Principal Private Secretary 
PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Ninister of State (Lords 
MrLp~~ 
Mr Uiffiths 

There have been a number of complaints in the licensed trade 
press that the Budget price increase of "approximately 2pll on 

a typical pint of beer quoted by the Chancellor in his Budget 
Statement was too low; and we have received enquiries from the 
Chancellor's Office about this. We feel it might be useful 
for the 11inister of State to be prepared to deal with this 
point in his wind-up speech on Second Reading tomorrow. A 
draft speaking note is attached, in case the Minister of State 
thought it advisable to deal with the point. 

For completeness, vie have also included a paragraph on petrol. 
\-/e should make it clear that in this case the trade has not 
complained about the Budget Speech, but many garages have added 
more than 10p to the pump price, no doubt reflecting the excess 
of demand over supply. If pressed, the Minister of State might 
like to draw on the speaking note, but we would advise against 
any fuller discussion of the price situation. 

~ .... 
,-~ 

26 June 1979 r I1 J ELAND 

Private Secretary 
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EFFECTS ON PRICES OF VAT INCREASES 

1. BEER 

There have been a number of comments about my r.h.f's statement 
in his Budget Speech that as a result of the VAT increase, the 
price of a pint of beer would rise by "approximately" 2p. Since 

there have been press reports of increases ranging from 2p to 4p 

a pint, or even more, it has been argued that the 2p quoted by 
r . h . f . was somewhat misleading . I cannot accept this . Cal

culations of the effects of the VAT increase on beer prices 
were based on our best efforts to determine typical, country

wide prices. The typical price we assumed in our Budget 

calculations was 36p a pint. On this basis the VAT increase 

works out at just over 2.3p a pint. /Chancellorsof the Ex:chequer 
traditionally include an estimate to the nearest penny of 

increases in prices of such items as beer as a result of excise 

duty changes. I do not think it was unreasonable for my r.h.f. 

to do so this year in relation to the VAT increase~ My r.h.f's 

estimate of "approximately 2p" was thus correct to the nearest 

penny. To have quoted a higher figure could have encouraged 

some licencees to have increases prices of cheaper beers by 

substantially more than was justifiable. !If pressed on London 

prices: I am sure that the many Hon Members who, like myself, 

have not so long ago spent many '!."leek in their constituencies 
away from the capital are no doubt well aware that saloon bar 

prices in London pubs are scarcely typical of the country as a 

whole~ 

2. PETROL 

LDoubt has also been cast in the debate7 on my r.h.f's statement 
that the tax increase on a gallon of petrol would be about 10p . 

Press reports have indicated price increases in, s6m.e cases of 12p 
to 14p. Price increases of this order reflect the··decisions of .--
the retailers concerned to improve thei~ margins, which in many 

1 



cases were depressed in the price-cutting period of 1977-78. 
I must emphasise that only 10p or so of any price increase can 

be directly attributed to the effects of the tax changes. 
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hardship;3 aris ing from tl1e inc 1'o&.s e in VAT to 15%. I r-rttuch 2~ 

note providing the further i:nfoJ::'1:1atiorl you. requested on va:::.'icus 

points. 

2. The not C' <:lG!l-cions, on conc ert etc tickets , that HS have 

D,sked the DZS \\'ha i..;l:.cr the special problems of orGa:n-i.ser3 of 

CounciL. Ou:.c latest inio .. ':'Liation is that the DES bolic\;'e that 

it mic:;ht 'be pr2,ctic a ble but the cost could be a .sturll.'::;1:ulg 

block, 8.nC, the offic.ial ~CJ:'8D.SUI':r 'l-'10u1(1 stl'onslJ~ OppOSe cmy 

increased provisj_o:a for th9 arts 0 ~de will rePO::-t fu:cther as 

soon c.s possible« 

You rI13.Y alst) hc;.v [; i::t end eel to ask abO't.l,+,: the 

- 1 -
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other leased assets s h ould be that ln fo r ce at the '~Jme the asset 

was leased. 

2. Hirings of good.s "'.re treated 2.2 contiy;rwus ;::;l~pplies of s ervices \ 

and Hegulation 18 of trje VAir (Ge Y'L3ral) He gl)'lations 1977 (81 1977 , 

No.1759) provides that the tax poi.nt for t h ese occur's when a payment 

is received or 8. tax Llvoice is issued, \';-hichever is t he carlier. 

Sl'n'.~'" (fl',} r,,,,,.,,,-, '~>1 "'.I_ ·J( ... l·, ... ~ .. ,·,c-; (.~,.\.'-) ',~:ot l' ,·, '11 " ~8 ., ".j. __ ~ _ ~L J';._ _ ~ 'L ~ _ _ .lOrl!!o,._ y lS~;').eG .x llT[O J. CG ::~ ~ ':~ :1 e I.:o.:/: 

point is al.most ~ .. 'tlv';1.r'i Fl,i::;ly the time of p?yr,lent , D.nd the 15'7; J:'CltG 

applies to oJ.l Folymcn'c3 T' oce:i..vecl 01:. or 8.f tc!.£' 18 ,)U'..18 19'19. 

3. It is consi~ered that a concesGion of the ki~d s~ggeste5 cou~~ 

prob:J.bly only he implemented by an arnem'Li2il'G provic1ing that "IAT 

on TV sets being hir'c;Q ~,J.l1der cOl~tr8,cts e'lt8:red into b ~: fo:re B\.ld~;et 

rate C1f3 the c:J..se may be& (V,Ie suggest that it woul d t ) G inequit a ble 

to cO:l.1fine such a concession to the 8;-1, rs.ts only,) I}:lhe1'e is ;::. pre-

Stage of the FiY1.c:tnce (No.2) Bill ~V;75 9 \'!hich, with effect froD 

1 August 1975, restoX'Gcl the standard rate for renta1~') psy:::.blc 

under contracts entel'sci L~to befor e 16 April 

However, it should be noted that it restorud 

not an actual (e.g. 8%) rate of tax. 

4. We w01)~d strongly recommend agaiD.st any ~1).cn. concession f or 

several reas o:!:1':;. 

There ('),,:!:'c; alJOu-c 12 million TV sets em hire, of 

under pr(~ -16 AT)::'il 1975 c ontracts ~ 



tinuous supply of services. It coule be cl l" ,;v.cd 

and that it '::oulc1 bc~ ilJ,c;quitable ths.t it shol.1.1d 1 ') ~:;8,r 

more VAl;: than hL~illb8 under Ill,a r .. ,y TV contracts. 

l-J~],v:Lng ret::'osp2cti vc r;ffcc-c r.'ould t~1()rcfore involve 

'
.)14' , ~. ' . ' .' . . . 

'" . lI!'!O 

ment sho'J.lct !,'refcrably take effect from 8. forwf";trd date 

Assent) (~. D c ....... ) in 1975. as V!e l~nC'N 

voke a ['):"(~a'~ vo1'L1.:n2 of cornpl,;;.:1,nt :fl~om those who had 

, · ,' 11' 1 e -i.> e ~J r:; ,,:, -~a t" --c" , ~ '1' --1 f' 0 1'" e ,~1 . _1- v,!. 1.. . j /1.. 1. '" ...... , , c .. . ,:, 1 ..... .. .. c .• 

d) It w01J~d m:);"Ul that rental firm:J v,'ould }~ave to operate 

threc r ;:.: tes of VAT concessic~ ext en-

elsd to the 12~% rate: 

thc rGstoT'2-tion of the single :c(? te~ 

e) -r..Lt W?lulcl 1:"e cie4')~irr' '''';1+''J to +;lr o +ole'""TJ'''';or l'Y'Q"1J"'+;~V \... J, v. _1.1. _ _ .... v ........ _ \. .... .1 ........ v...... 'Ii _k/-, _ _ .1 _1 .0.....1 V';"U , since 

into frc.;s h controcts (ess enti::l vlnen co, , . 
f3 e-c lS 



&Y1.d 8, 

concessi011o 

Note 

You !1:::ked about the hiring life of setse Our last infcrnntioT"l 

but Cl i.:~ot would n Ol"J.:-:3,11y b2 t.irccJ. cut mor2 ·than (;nee i:::1 its 

a contract he; about 4 to 5 y(nrs .. 
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,'~:. C C 01...1..Yl t 
11gS i tl r:.l 

2-'~- month:) afte::c t:tl.eJr have coJ.lec"tFcl i MG frorn In 

so~e de~artmental 

2. HOVlC:VGl'" a mino:ei ty of rc-Laile:cs ( / ;tores a :nd ()t,rl8-r"s v;j.·t ~ :. 

(the optional clefirli tion of E.'1.'088 tD.J:ings) under v\'hich ' c:h('~y in= 

takings at ·t~e tice Use c:f 

option::.l clefi::::li -J:;iOll c':.ai.;r~s f::'()m the iLcc-ptio::1 :11 VAT in A)ril 19'13 

when it "vas made [i.vaila-ble so that :cetailers vTi th 8ubst:J.nti8.1 

credit sales did net haV8 to acco1)..nt for VAT en mone;,/, ::cse:ei-,'"e:;d 

~ftor 1 Auril for salGs ~lde before the~ . 

that tradeJ:"s usinG; the optional (l(~fir.l.-L ti.on hO:I';-8 to accOlU1.t for 

VAT on the \7ho1e price of HP and other crecli t goods, '::llen the 

tax poi~t occurs. Also, they do not enjoy bad debt relief on 

such sa18~'1 and th~y obtain less cash flo';: benefit th3.n standard 

definition users. 

3. The concession j.n C18l).se 1 (4-) of the Fin~?nce Bill l)e:-crt~ i is 

traders to account for tax at the old rate on supplies in fact 

made before 12 ,)-r::t18 1979 even thoup;h t 118 le Cc~l tax rQint may 

occur on or ~fter thRt date. This cnncession had to be extended 



?rotcsts ~t their exclusion f~o~ e bencfjt of the t~x 

~e are tharGfore 

infon:;inc tra(il')YS wh o ask rlhether it is open to them to 

account for VAT :L:-::. the normal way e11 SlJ..1::p:L::'es on credit r that 

cession for their credi-t sales g Re~ailers \~10 complain that 

being similarly advised, thOU~l it is b8in~ pointed ou~ to 

them that by so c.oing they lose ~30!I~P of -the adV2.1T[aGcs of the 

retail schemGs~ 



You ~~~ed for c02sidera-

20 :8xccpt ,:h18rc ticJcet;.; 112.\;>"2 bee-G. 1:'3.id for before 18 June the 

15(:~, rate n jQPlies to admission~~ to cc\'c.:rGs t2.kinr,~ plaC8 on 2.nc1 aftc;l~ 

13 June ::..mcL tl'lcre is no sco~;c; ':Iithin -C:-1G VAT lE'gisla'ciC21 for 

some retsil s~ops, have been in the position of having ·~o sell at 

in the period bCt ':l~~OJ1 b.nnounc'3ment 2nd irJplenwD.t:ltion of the 

cho.ngo 0 

::dons chal"'{}-::2 to eV'?l1ts for v:hich pre-priced tickets hs.cl been ~3ent 

·to agents earlier could not be justified. On the narrO~8r question 

of definition 2.Yl.rl r,roblel:18 \' ? c)"l-'~ld 8.rise over bor:1.3rline c=~. ses. 

Furthermore, the extent to \'::Jich prOL10ters of r<3.rtic'J.ls.r CV8Ets 

should be possible to surcharGe tick8ts at the ,1,001")" 

course wm:(ld be to deal ',o; ith the 

organisers of cultur-c~l ever".i.ts b:'l 

organicers could u~ovc wer e a~tributab12 
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1. You aGked fo r 

li0ited in this rcsnact. 

m~lhina cpcra~ors, 2nd 
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1. As we t~c~c have bean problems 

in e.dvance fo;:' a Gup], ly, the :n'.tc of VA'r to be charged is that 

in fOX'CI3 at the time of p2.ymCYlt. But Ct r2turn'}bl~~ delJOsit cLoes 

is m~do f i rm. Norrn~11y, it is lnLhe irrtercst of suvp1icr s that 

deposits should not bs treat ed as advance p3yments, other~i~e 

they v;auld '18.VO to account fcr '//\.1' un CLeposi ts at t h e tir::e 'cl-~ey 

refunded. Ho',';ever 1{,' 2. have agre cd that :in Vie'll of the im·p?,ct 

of the incrc:;~ss from iJ:.~ to 

benefit is passed on to customers~ 

2. The Briti 3h Touri3~ Aut~ority , the Association of B~i t i sh 

The ir version of evonts Dut o~t in the Evening Standard was mis-

l02.dUJg. 



a 8ub:3tant-jal loss ~ 

\·hJ.reho·usc~-' . 

8.ftcrwards c 

3. However this concession docs not apply to traders 11sinc the 

to these 1112il ordG" ::~'j"rr{ls. it ,,;ould be of (~.oubtf1).l benefit to them 

or other crccl:i. t -L,rrr:.:; n"l; the time \';hon -(;'.18 tax point 

4. You asked \':]~ct{~er it v;ouJ.d be ·practic8.ble to deeD th::::t 'Lllo tc,x 

point for good::.; S1).IJpl:Led by sHch r:-:Clil order housf,>,s sho1).ld b:.; the 

It is consiCered 

tl1e sta11cJ.D..l"'c1. clet'i:'li-t::i.o:'1. of [':T03S JcD .. lci11{?::S }~3 u.s (-;c.10 

b) If 81)~cl'1 a corLcesc:ic11 C01J.ld. 8-11(1 ~~_icl ::lp}.:lly· -'co tll.esa 

'1 mcn~ 

agents for E,OG~8 months befor-s ·t:he~r are sold .• 



casr}. i'lo·{/ eii ~;8.,cl · ' r(~rl·i~,3.ge" 

are h3.':J~ed in for c~i.C~aYling. 

to tc:;.Le out of tr c rct:,il scheme cert2.in tYc'1,Lsa ctic)ll;:: in t::e 

In order to apply those arrangeKsnts it has been necessary to 

detc?~inG t1lC time of T8rfor~ance of service for tra~Qactions 

bei11c.~ c' .. CCOl:..tl-'cccl t'or' i11 ·tJ.~le YJ.ol"1rt;·J~J_ \:-'/Clsr to ;,,-.r~~ { :(l'l2 C1CY1G r-.:o C~S follo""3 ~ 
time of Derf'or:~,,::.nce 

a) / .. is the; time '.'!hen the 

tima of DerforD~~ce 
b) IJo :r1Ftcr·c-~" ·~:~:~l""r;-! cJ~ ~ ·:--~. :~ li_1:![r G~11(l 1~8"J:li~,:"s 

&..".... __ '_' ' ~_' _~_ ..... ____ .", ...... ...,. ___ .~~..;:::r. __ _.....;.,. ___ ... _ / is the time ..,', i !.el 

the goods are ~eady 

c) Launc1ri'~3 

or delivsry to the cllstomur. 



MR SCHOLES - CUSTOMS & EXCISE 

VAT INCREASE: ANNOMOLIES AND HARDSHIPS 

cc Chancellor 
Chief Secretary 
Financ ial S ecretar
Minister of State 
Sir D Wass 
Sir L Airey 
Mr Littler 
Mr Lovell 
Mr Kemp 
Mr"'--Unw' 

~Mr iffiths 
~ M Ridley 

Mr Cropper 
PS/Inland Revenue 

The Minister of State has seen your minute of 29 June and has noted 

the further information provided on the various points raised at the 

recent meeting on this subject. I think it can be taken that for 

the present no further action is required on the various points 

raised and I ,.dll for.·,ard your original draft reply to Mr Haas' letter 

of 14 June for signature. 

R J BROADBENT 
'6 July, 1979 
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